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1  Introduction

1 Introduction

In recent years research in the medical and biological fields has produced such a huge amount

of new knowledge that it becomes difficult for physicians to take clinical decisions based on the

latest scientific discoveries and for national healthcare institutions to provide a standard quality

of service for all users. That is why in the last decade clinical guidelines came into the limelight,

adopted as a tool for standardizing and rationalizing the clinical and organizational behaviour, in

a scenario of high variability of healthcare quality of service.

Clinical  guideline  standardization  initiatives  grew  up  within  national  and  international

healthcare  institutions  in  order  to  provide  reference  standards  for  guideline  contents,

methodologies and languages. The National Guideline Clearinghouse [GUIDELINES] within the

US National Library of Medicine and the “Programma Nazionale Linee Guida” [PNLG] within

the  Italian  Public  Health  Institute  are  some  examples  of  national  initiatives  for  guideline

standardization. International initiatives for standard guidelines dissemination are, for example,

the  HL7  clinical  guideline  special  interest  group  for  what  concern  the  standardization  of

technologies  related  to  the  dissemination  and the  integration  of  guidelines  in  the  healthcare

process, and the Guidelines International Network [GIN] for harmonizing the efforts of different

national institutions (for a deeper introduction see section 2 of this document).

One of the most effective technologies for enabling guideline adoption by healthcare processes

is  Information  Technology.  The  application  of  Artificial  Intelligence  techniques  in  Medical

Informatics via the integration of computer interpretable clinical guidelines in hospital workflow

is one of the most challenging research field in computer science. Many proposals have been

made in past years in order to codify the medical knowledge used in clinical practice applied to

the Decision Support Systems (henceforth DSS) (see [Perreault99, Wong00, Sintchenko03] for

an overview of the use of DSS in healthcare). Such proposals use representation formalisms of

various nature for describing medical protocols in computer interpretable documents that can be

embodied in  local  DSS in order  to  encode a  set  of best  practices  (see [Guarnero98,  Fox98,

Peleg00, Johnson00, Tu99, Shahar98, Quaglini01] and section 3 of this document).

One of the sources of the big variance in healthcare quality of service can be addressed to the
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1  Introduction

differences present in local settings (the hospitals). Different hospitals have different expertises,

care practices, physical equipment,   practitioners’ skills  and others too [Boxwala02]  and this

undermines the added value the use of the clinical guidelines tries to bring to the whole medical

community. Local facets in healthcare deployment to the user cannot be “standardized” in an

absolute sense since contextual peculiarities are not usually taken into account when defining

general protocols of care. Local realities are supposed to adhere to the standard, not the contrary,

and this heavily influences the hospital's decision to adopt the standards or the profitability of the

adoption  of such standards.

In Artificial Intelligence great attention is devoted to the identification and use of context in

intelligent applications. The notion of “context” in Artificial Intelligence, as in general in the

whole Computer Science field, is quite fuzzy and nowadays no consensus definition of it has

emerged. This leaves each field of application free to provide its own definition:

• a set of preferences and/or beliefs

• one of a set of possible worlds

• which button of a menu is functional...

The subject of this thesis is to focus on some of the contextual  aspects in the adoption of

computer interpretable clinical  guidelines  that  could heavily affect  the adoption of  a  general

guideline  by a  hospital  (section 4).  Moreover,  within  the thesis  we propose  some solutions,
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1  Introduction

affecting the  formalism for  describing the  guidelines  and the  architectures  for  executing the

guidelines, to overcame such problems of guideline contextualization (section 6 and 7). We used

as a real case study the GLARE1 project [Terenziani02] that has been under development since

1997 (see [Guarnero98]) by the Dipartimento di Informatica, Università del Piemonte Orientale

“Amedeo Avogadro”, Alessandria, Italy, in co-operation with the  Laboratorio di  Informatica

Clinica,  Azienda Ospedaliera S. Giovanni Battista, in Turin. GLARE is a domain-independent

system  for  acquiring,  representing  and  executing  clinical  guidelines.  We  adopted  GLARE

formalism and its tool for guideline authoring and execution for studying how the context of

execution affects the generality of guideline definition and execution.   

In detail, within the thesis, we show how, using contextual information about the resources

engaged during the action execution, general guidelines can be tailored to fit particular contexts

of execution (section 6) proposing to physicians paths  of care that  are  only feasible in  their

particular  context.  We  have  then  formalised  and  implemented  a  resource  contextualization

algorithm for the GLARE formalism as a proof of concept of the proposed methodology. 

Besides,  looking  at  the  software  architectures  of  Hospital  Information  Systems  (the  usual

context of execution of the Guideline Managers), one source of heterogeneity has been studied,

the ontological commitment of the medical records to a particular standard vocabulary. In fact,

the  Hospital  Information  System  use  standard  domain  terminologies  in  order  to  provide  a

classification to patients' data (the term “standard” here is used improperly since most of the

times there is no shared terminology even among different departments of the same hospital).

From the other side, clinical guideline acquisition and execution tools use standard terminologies

(“standard” here is used more properly since the used terminologies must be adopted as well as

possible  in  order  to  use  descriptions  as  homogeneous  as  possible)  to  address  clinical  data,

diagnostic actions and so on.

The problem arises when the terminologies used within the clinical guidelines are different

from the ones adopted by the Hospital Information System (unfortunately this is the usual case).

Patients'  data  are  available  to  the  guideline  execution  tool,  but  not  interpretable  since  the

classification used to describe them is different. The ontology, terminology, vocabulary or some

other form of classification, used to provide a category of clinical terms, is an important aspect

that is related to the context of execution of the guideline.

Within the thesis we assumed the domain terminologies to be “context dependent”, that is to

say we have considered the domain terminology as a separate resource of the Information System

1 GuideLine Acquisition, Representation and Execution
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1  Introduction

susceptible to a contextualization process. A further contribution of the thesis is the proposal of

software architecture for a guideline execution engine that is able to integrate newly adopted

terminologies in a flexible way in order to support different standards with little effort.

In order to reach such a goal we started with a study of software architecture typologies that

follow similar  goals we have. We focused on Distributed Information Systems (see [Fang91,

Hammer93, Gray97, Stuckenschmidt03] and section 7.2.2.1) whose purpose is slightly different:

to make data from different data sources accessible, described by heterogeneous schema, using

only one reference (or at least a limited set of) data vocabulary. In the thesis we propose a context

independent architecture for Guideline Managers based on a particular type of approach adopted

by Distributed Information System architecture, the multiple standard approach (see fig.  14 In

section 7.2.2.1). This best reflects the actual scenario of clinical guideline execution in Medical

Informatics. We then propose an implementation (section 7.4) of this proposal of architecture

based on GLARE showing how this solution faces the problem of decoupling the current medical

terminology  and the Guideline Manager that execute clinical guidelines. Such terminology is

currently encoded within the Hospital Information System of the hospital S. Giovanni Battista in

Turin where GLARE have been created.

The overall thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter  2  will  provide  an overview of  the  basic  actors  in  clinical  guidelines  adoption by

medicine practice (section 2.1), the role played by Medical Informatics (section 2.2), the standard

bodies involved in clinical  guideline definition (section 2.3) and the problems that  still  slow

down the adoption of clinical guidelines by hospitals (section 2.4). Chapter 3 will provide the

reader with the work context of this thesis, Computer Interpretable Clinical Guidelines (CICG),

giving a brief introduction of them (section 3.1), their added value to the medical practice, a set

of  meaningful  proposal  in  literature  (section  3.2)  and  the  typical  software  architectures  of

guidelines manager that deals with their acquisition and execution (section 3.3). Chapter 4 will

present  the  problems  of  adoption  of  clinical  guidelines  from  hospitals  focusing  on

contextualization issues: the problem of contextualizing clinical guideline to the physical context

of execution (section 4.2) and the problem of contextualizing guideline execution in different

Information Systems that adopt different terminologies in describing clinical patient data (section

4.3).  Finally,  in  section  4.4,  a  set  of  standards  are  presented  that  try  to  overcame  such

heterogeneity in medical careflow. Chapter 5 will introduce GLARE technology that we used in

this  PhD project.  Glare  technology consists  of  a  representation  formalism  (section  5.2  and

[Terenziani00,  Terenziani01]),  a  knowledge  authoring  tool  and  a  guideline  execution  tool
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1  Introduction

(section  5.3  and  [Guarnero98,  Terenziani01]).  The  rest  of  the  thesis  (chapter  6  and  7)  will

describe  the  contribution of  our  work to  the  solution  of  the  problems described in  previous

sections.  A  concluding  chapter  will  highlight  the  next  possible  directions  of  this  research

(chapter 8).
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2 Clinical Practice Guidelines

2.1 Introduction

Clinical  Practice  Guidelines  are  defined  by  the  Institute  of  Medicine  as  “systematically

developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate healthcare for

specific clinical circumstances” [Field90]. Clinical guidelines have been developed to contain the

cost and reduce the variation of care (see [Shea96]), monitor inappropriate care, assist clinicians

to stay updated of new clinical information, set research priorities and eventually, promote better

healthcare outcomes.

A survey by [Audet90] showed that, although guidelines were being widely promoted by a

number of institutions, the attention is still more focused to guideline development than to the

implementation  of  a  number  of  technologies  to  promote  the  use  of  guidelines  within  the

healthcare practices: dissemination, training, monitoring, problem identification; and we could

add:  formal  tools  for  guideline  authoring,  standards  for  guideline  integration  to  health

Information Systems.

This  leak  in  the  guideline  production  model  brings  to  a  low integration  of  newly created

clinical guidelines to the actual working field (e.g. Hospitals).

In this chapter we will first focus on the Medical Informatics (section 2.2) field that provide

the tools for clinical guideline implementation in healthcare process and then we will deal with

the clinical guideline sources (section 2.3), both from the international point of view (section

2.3.1)  and the  Italian situation  (section  2.3.2),  the  adopted  meta-guidelines  and the  intended

audience. At the end of the chapter (section 2.4) we will deal with some existing problems in

guideline adoption by the hospitals exposing a rationale for guideline contextualization, that is

the  main  focus  of  this  thesis  work,  in  local  healthcare  realities  in  order  to  overcame  such

problems, at least to some extent.

2.2 Medical Informatics

Various people in the Medical Informatics community have offered definitions of the subject.
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2  Clinical Practice Guidelines

Ted  Shortliffe, professor of medicine and computer science at  the department  of Biomedical

Informatics at the Columbia University, defined it as:

Medical  information  science  is  the  science  of  using  system-analytic  tools  .  .  .  to  develop

procedures  (algorithms)  for  management,  process  control,  decision  making  and  scientific

analysis of medical knowledge. [Shortliff84]

The definition of JH Van Bemmel, professor of Medical Informatics at the Erasmus University

of Rotterdam, is:

Medical Informatics comprises the theoretical and practical aspects of information processing

and communication, based on knowledge and experience derived from processes in medicine

and health care. [Bemmel84]

Other definitions of Medical Informatics have been given. Some of them take into account

both the scientific and the applied sides of the field; other definitions are more pragmatic. Health

Informatics  is  now tending to  replace  the  term Medical  Informatics  and  is  an  essential  and

pervasive  element  in  all  healthcare  activity.  It  is  also  the  name  of  an  academic  discipline

developed and pursued over the past decades by a world-wide scientific community engaged in

advancing and teaching knowledge about  the application  of  information  and communication

technologies to healthcare.

It is in this area, the application of informatics in healthcare activities, that our work is placed,

applying  Artificial  Intelligence  techniques to  the  integration  of  the  knowledge  provided  by

clinical guidelines in the hospitals best practices and by the already existent health Information

Systems.

2.3 Clinical Practice Guideline Sources

Being the Clinical Practice Guidelines a means for standardization for healthcare practices, the

natural place for it is a standardization organization. In the medical context there is a variety of

associations that promote each field of medical practices (e.g. oncology associations, diabetes

associations,  neurology associations). All  of them are the natural  sources, within the national

scene, of clinical practice guidelines. 

On top of all the above mentioned sources, and on top of all the possible mentionable sources,

a common format,  methodology, for this  artefacts is necessary as well as an organization that

provides  the  guidelines  for  clinical  practice  guideline  authoring  and  that  coordinates  the

distributed efforts. This role is usually held by national healthcare associations.
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2.3.1 National guideline Clearinghouse

The National Guideline ClearinghouseTM (NGCTM) is a comprehensive database of more than

400 clinical practice guidelines (and related documents).  It is  an initiative of the Agency for

Healthcare  Research  and  Quality  and  the  U.S.  Department  of  Health  and  Human  Services.

NGCTM was originally created by AHRQ in partnership with the American Medical Association

and the American Association of Health Plans (now America's Health Insurance Plans). 

The NGCTM mission is to provide physicians, nurses, and other health professionals, health

care providers,  health plans,  integrated delivery systems, purchasers and others an accessible

mechanism for obtaining objective, detailed information on clinical practice guidelines and to

further promote their dissemination, implementation and use.

2.3.2 Clinical Guidelines National Plan 

Within the Italian scene, the  Agency for the Regional Health Services (Agenzia per i Servizi

Sanitari Regionali or ASSR) jointly with the National Health Institute (Istituto Superiore della

Sanita' or ISS) have founded a program, the Clinical Guidelines National Plan, devoted to the

elaboration  of  clinical  (and  organizational)  guidelines  and  the  production  of  methodological

foundations related to their elaboration and implementation. The Clinical Guidelines National

Plan (Piano Nazionale Linee Guida or PNLG) represents one of the  main tools to promote the

efficacy and adequacy into clinical practice and organizational choices. 

Duties of the PNLG are:

• Provide useful informations to address decisions of health operators towards a more effective ,

adequate and efficient use of the available resources

• Make them easily accessible

• Follow the adoption of these guidelines studying the best practices for an optimal adoption

• To evaluate the impact on the health best practice

A methodology manual  has been provided by PNLG to set a guidance to clinical guidelines

authors.

2.4 Effectiveness and Problematics of using Clinical Guideline

Despite the wide promulgation of guidelines and the strong evidence in favour of guidelines

adoption, clinical guidelines have had limited effect on changing physician behavior [Lomas89,

Hayward97]. In general, little is known about the process responsible for how physicians change

their  practice  methods  when  they  become  aware  of  a  guideline  [Greco93,  Goldman90].
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Physician  adherence  to  guidelines  may  be  hindered  by  a  variety  of  barriers  that  can  be

summarized as follows [Cabana99]:

• Lack of Awareness: The expanding body of research makes it difficult for any physician to be

aware  of  every applicable  guideline  and apply it  to  the  rigth  cases  [Lomas93,  Stross79].

Although many guidelines have achieved wide awareness still a great part of physicians are

not aware of their existence.

• Lack  of  familiarity:  Casual  awareness  does  not  guarantee  familiarity  about  guideline

recommendations and ability to apply them correctly.

• Lack of agreement: Physicians may not agree with a specific guideline or with the concept of

guidelines in general.

• Lack of self-efficacy: Self-efficacy is the belief that one can actually perform a behaviour; it

influences  whether  a  behaviour  will  be  initiated  and  sustained  despite  poor  outcomes

[Bandura86].

• Lack of outcome expectancy: Outcome expectancy is the expectation that a given behaviour

will lead to a particular consequence. If a physician believes that a recommendation will not

lead to an improved outcome, the physician will be less likely to adhere to it [Bandura86].

• Inertia of previous practice: Physicians may not be able to overcome the inertia of previous

well-established practices, or they may not have strong motivations to change them.

• External barriers: Appropriate knowledge and attitudes are necessary but not sufficient for

adherence  [Solberg97]. A physician may still encounter barriers that limit his/her ability to

perform the recommended behaviour due to patient, guideline, or environmental factors:

• Guideline related barriers: Physicians were more likely to describe guidelines as not

easy to use or not convenient tools. Moreover, guidelines recommending elimination

of  an established behaviour  may be more difficult  to  follow than guidelines  that

recommend adding a new behaviour [Winkler85].

• Patient-related barriers: The inability to reconcile patient preferences with guideline

recommendations is a barrier to adherence [Woo85]. In fact patients may be resistant

or perceive no need for guideline recommendations.

• Environment-related barriers: Adherence to practice guidelines may require changes

not  under  physician  control,  such  as  acquisition  of  new  resources  or  facilities

[Kosecoff87, Resnicow89].  For example,  unavailability of an  anaesthesiologist 24

hours a day may interfere with physician ability to  adhere to  guidelines aimed at

decreasing the rate of elective caesarean deliveries. Many factors have been described
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as  external  barriers:  lack  of  a  reminder  system,  lack  of  counselling materials,

insufficient staff etc. With adequate resources physicians may be able to compensate

for this kind of barriers. 

Summarizing,  there  are  a  number  of  heterogeneous  barriers  to  clinical  practice guidelines

adoption by physicians even if their effectiveness in improving the outcomes of medical practice

has  been  proved  by recent  studies,  for  example  in  the  implementation  of  the  guideline  for

Transient Ischemic Stroke by [Panzarasa02, Micieli02]. 

The  differences  in  the  working  environment  must  be  taken  into  account  when  a  newly

guideline  is  created  and  deployed to  physicians.  Context,  in  a  variety  of  forms,  drives  the

implementation of guidelines to the field of application, and defines how much of a guideline is

appropriate, effective, adequate or even only applicable to a given situation in a given hospital.

Context, in a variety of forms, is what makes guidelines implementation a bottleneck in clinical

guideline adoption by hospitals since each hospital must reengineer these standards taking into

account its particular needs and capabilities. 

One way to cope with most of the above described problematics, is to explicitly address the

different  contexts  in  guidelines,  and  to  propose  a  set  of  techniques  and  technologies  to

particularise a general standard clinical guidelines and to better drive their implementations in

local realms. In our work we focus on the problem of clinical guidelines2 contextualisation as a

means  for  a  wider  dissemination  in  healthcare  proposing  techniques  for  contextualize  some

aspects of a given clinical guideline in an actual environment. More in detail, our work deals

with  implementation  of  computer  interpretable  clinical  guidelines  in  Hospital  Information

Systems, where we must take into account that a given set of implementation assumptions have

been  already  taken  by  software  engineers3,  and  this  heavily  impact  the  adoption  and

customization of a standard clinical guideline by the hospital.

Medical informatics can not be presented as a silver bullet for the perfect integration of clinical

guideline in health practices although a big role can be played by it. E-learning techniques can be

used for a better dissemination of clinical guidelines in hospitals, formal theories can provide

unambiguous  meaning to  medical  protocols,  knowledge management  can  help  physicians  to

retrieve eligibles guidelines. Providing Medical Informatics applications in general, and clinical

guideline  software  managers  in  particular,  of  some  sort  of  context  awareness  can  help  in

2 We deal actually with Computerized Clinical Guidelines, a formal tool for defining clinical protocols matured in
medical informatics community in order to avoid the ambiguity in defining workflows.

3 This is a new source of heterogeneity in clinical guideline adoption by an hospital, since the software environment
used to implement the guideline can be seen as a context of execution.
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adopting  more  easily  general  standards  as  clinical  guidelines,  when  provided  in  computer

interpretable formats, allowing a wide adoption of such standards in clinical workflow.

15
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3 Computer Interpretable Clinical Guideline

3.1 Introduction

Clinical guidelines are increasingly being used to support clinical decision-making but, due to

the fact that these guidelines are usually in narrative form, they are sometimes ambiguous and

generally poor in structure and, sometimes, even in consistency. Such structure and consistency

is a must for  a guideline that would be executed by computer. Moreover, accessing the medical

knowledge  stored  in  a  clinical  guideline  in  natural  language  can  be  cumbersome  for  every

medical application. 

For this reason a number of groups are actively developing computer interpretable guideline

(CIG)  representation  languages  [Guarnero98,  Fox98,  Peleg00,  Johnson00,  Tu99,  Shahar98,

Quaglini01]4 which should achieve a set of goals [Ohno98]:

1. To  facilitate  reuse  of  a  guideline,  previous  some  adaptation,  in  more  than  one  clinical

situation.

2. To support rapid dissemination of updates and changes to guidelines.

3. To make patient-specific guideline knowledge available at the appropriate point within the

course of a patient’s care and further to identify the appropriate components of the guideline

for current clinical use in a specific case. 

4. To  encourage  guideline  authors  to  employ  rigorous  techniques  that  will  help  to  ensure

syntactic, logical,  and medical validity. By applying internal consistency checking one can

decrease  ambiguity,  increase  completeness,  and  decrease  errors  made  in  constructing  the

guideline.

In this chapter we deal with different proposals in Computer Interpretable Clinical Guidelines

definition  formalisms  (section  3.2),  presenting  a  set  of  alternative  formalisms:  PROforma

[Fox98] (section 3.2.1), GLIF3 [Peleg00] (section 3.2.2), EON [Musen96, Tu99] (section 3.2.3),

Asbru [Miksch97, Shahar98] (section 3.2.4) and finally GUIDE [Quaglini01] (section 3.2.5). In a

successive chapter (chapter 5 section 1) we will present more in deep the formalism we used to

4 For a deeper introduction to the formalisms presented in this thesis and a comparison among them, please make
reference to [Peleg03].
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implement our work, the GLARE formalism [Guarnero98, Terenziani01] and the architecture

that implements such formalism (section 5.2) that we extended in order to deal with different

contexts. 

3.2 Computer Interpretable Guidelines Definition Formalisms

3.2.1 PROforma

PROforma has been developed at Cancer Research UK. It is an executable process modelling

language  that  has  been  used  successfully to  build  and  deploy a  range  of  Decision  Support

Systems, guidelines, and other clinical applications. PROforma is essentially a first-order logic

formalism extended to support decision making and plan execution, but it also incorporates a

number of well known features of non-classical logics to support decision making and action

control. 

In PROforma, a guideline is modelled as a set of tasks and data items. The tasks are organized

hierarchically into plans. The PROforma task model divides tasks into four classes: 

• Actions: represent some procedure that needs to be executed in the external environment. 

• Enquiries: actions returning required information; typically requests for information or data

from the  user.  The  specification  of  an  enquiry includes  a  description  of  the  information

required (e.g. the type, range and other properties of a clinical parameter) and a method for

getting  it  (e.g.  by  querying  a  local  patient  record  or  a  remote  laboratory  database;  by

processing an image or by creating a data entry form). 

• Decisions:  represent  tasks  which  involve  some  kind  of  decisions,  such  as  a  choice  of

investigation, diagnosis or treatment. The PROforma specification of a decision task defines

the choice options, relevant information and a set of argument rules which determine which of

the options should be chosen according to current data values. 

• Plans: represent a set of tasks to be executed to achieve a clinical goal. Plans are the basic

building blocks of a guideline and may contain any number of tasks of any type, including

other plans.

Any specific task is seen as an instance of some more general class of tasks (see fig 2). Each

class is a specialization of a root task. Any class can be further specialised into particular sub-

types. Every task inherits part of its specification, defined by a set of attributes, from the upper

classes in the hierarchy. 
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PROforma processes may be represented as directed graphs in which nodes represent tasks and

arcs represent scheduling constraints. A guideline itself contains a single root plan, which may be

recursively divided into sub plans. 

The properties and behaviour of each task type are determined by its attributes and values.

These attributes and values determine how and when a task is executed and when the guideline

which they belongs to is enacted. Attributes of the root task are inherited by each task class and

sub-class and are the followings:

• Name (unique identifier of task) 

• Caption  (descriptive title of task)

• Description (textual description of task)

• Goal (purpose of task)

• Pre-conditions (logical conditions necessary before a task may be started) 

• Trigger conditions (logical conditions which will start a task) 

• Post-conditions (logical conditions that must be true on task completion)

3.2.2 GLIF3

GLIF (Guideline Interchange Format) is  a computer interpretable language for modelling and

executing clinical practice guidelines. It supports, using different levels of abstraction, the definition

of guidelines allowing the sharing of guidelines across different medical institutions and system

platforms. The different levels of abstraction are:

• Conceptual flowchart of clinical actions and decisions

• Abstract machine representation

(These two abstract representations define the data constructs that are involved in guideline

interchange without   defining how these constructs are represented within the Information

Systems)

• Integration into application environments 
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(Application-specific mappings and modifications)

GLIF3  has  a  computable  level  of  specification  which  formally  defines  logical  criteria,

definitions of patient data items, clinical actions and the flow of the guidelines. The abstract

flowchart level helps authors and users to view and understand a guideline. The implementation

level  includes  non-shareable,  institution-specific  details  which  enable  guidelines  to  be

incorporated into operational clinical Information Systems. Shareable components of a guideline

are  therefore  explicitly  separated  from  institution-specific  or  vendor  platform-specific  (non-

shareable) components. 

GLIF [Ohno98],  supported  guideline  modelling  as  a  flowchart  of  structured  steps  which

represented clinical actions and decisions. The main GLIF classes of steps are the followings:

• Action steps: recommendations for clinical actions to be performed e.g., Prescribe aspirin

• Decision  steps:  decision  criteria  for  conditional  choices  e.g.,  if  patient  has  pain  then...

otherwise...

• Branch and synchronization steps: allow concurrency in medical workflow definition

• Patient-state step: characterizes patient’s clinical state

GLIF3 augments  previous  specifications  with  new constructs,  and  requires  a  more  formal

definition  of  decision  criteria,  action  specifications  and  patient  data.  The  most  significant

extensions are: 

• Inclusion of a formal expression language for specifying decision criteria and patient states

namely GELLO [Ogunyemi01], an object-oriented expression language that suits better the

GLIF's  object-oriented  data  model.  GELLO  is  extensible  and  allows  implementation  of

expressions  that  are  not  supported  by the  formalism previously used  (Arden  Syntax,  see

[Hripcsak94, Peleg00a] ). 

• A layered patient  data model  to enable GLIF3 steps to refer to patient  data items defined

accordingly with a controlled terminology that includes standard medical vocabularies (such

as  UMLS),  as  well  as  standard  data  models  for  medical  data  (such  as  HL7's  Reference

Information Model, or the “virtual medical record” (VMR) that is being developed by SAGE

project (see [SAGE]) to provide a standard data model as an intermediary to heterogeneous

medical record systems). 

3.2.3 Asbru

Asbru is a task-specific and intention-based plan representation language to embody clinical

guidelines and protocols as time-oriented skeletal plans. Asbru enables a designer to represent a
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clinical guideline, including all of the knowledge roles useful to one or more of the problem-

solving methods performing the various tasks supporting the application of clinical guidelines.

The  major  features  of  Asbru  are  that  prescribed  actions  can  be  continuous;  plans  might  be

executed in parallel, in sequence, in a particular order, or every time measure; temporal scopes

and parameters of guideline plans can be flexible,  and explicit  intentions and preferences can

underlie the plan.

A guideline-specification in the library is composed hierarchically, using the Asbru syntax, by

a set of plans with arguments and time annotations. A decomposition of a plan into its subplans

is always attempted by the execution interpreter, unless the plan is not found in the guideline-

specification library, thus representing a non decomposable plan (informally, an action in the

classical  planning  literature).  A  non  decomposable  plan  is  executed,  resulting  in  either  an

interaction with a user or an external calling of a program. A set of primitive plans to perform

interaction with the user or to retrieve information from the medical patient record are provided

to the users (e.g., OBSERVE, GET-PARAMETER, ASK-PARAMETER, DISPLAY, WAIT)).

During the execution phase, an applicable plan is instantiated. A set of mutually exclusive plan

states describes the actual status of the plan instance during execution. A state machine specify

criteria for transition between plan-instance states. Thus, if a plan has been activated, it can only

be completed, suspended, or aborted depending on the corresponding criteria (see below). 

A plan consists of a name, a set of arguments, including a time annotation (representing the

temporal scope of the plan), and five components: preferences, intentions, conditions, effects,

and a plan body which describes the actions to be executed.

Preferences bias or constrain the selection of a plan to achieve a given goal and express a kind

of behaviour of the plan. Examples include: 

• Strategy: a general strategy for dealing with the problem (e.g., aggressive, normal); 

• Utility: a set of utility measures (e.g., minimize the cost or the patient inconvenience); 
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• Select-method: a matching heuristic for the applicability of the whole plan (e.g., exact-fit); 

• Resources:  a  specification  of  prohibited  or  obligatory resources  (e.g.,  in  certain  cases  of

treatment of a pulmonary infection, surgery is prohibited and antibiotics must be used); 

• Start-conditions: an indication whether transition from a ready generic plan to the activated

state of an actual plan instance is automatic (after applying the filter and setup preconditions-

see below) or requires approval of the user. 

Intentions are high-level goals at  various levels of the plan, an annotation specified by the

designer that supports tasks such as critiquing and modification. Intentions are temporal patterns

of provider actions and patient states, at different levels of abstraction, that should be maintained,

achieved, or avoided. Asbru defines four categories of intentions: 

• Intermediate state: the patient state(s) that should be maintained, achieved, or avoided during

the applicability of the plan (e.g., weight gain levels are slightly low to slightly high); 

• Intermediate action: the provider action(s) that should take place during the execution of the

plan (e.g., monitor blood glucose once a day); 

• Overall state pattern: the overall pattern of patient states that should hold after finishing the

plan (e.g., patient had less than one high glucose value per week); 

• Overall action pattern: the overall pattern of provider actions that should hold after finishing

the plan (e.g., patient had visited dietitian regularly for at least three months). 

Conditions  are  temporal  patterns,  sampled  at  a  specified  frequency,  that  need  to  hold  at

particular plan steps to induce a particular state transition of the plan instance. Asbru do not

directly  determine  conditions  that  should  hold  during  execution;  it  specifies  conditions  that

activate the change of a particular plan state. A plan instance is completed when the complete

conditions become true, otherwise the plan instance's execution suspends or abort. Aborting a

plan instance is usually due to a failure of the plan or a part of it. Asbru distinguish between: 

• Filter-preconditions, which need to hold initially if the plan is applicable, but should not be

achieved (e.g., patient is a pregnant female), and are necessary for a possible state; 

• Setup-preconditions: which need to be achieved to enable a plan to start (e.g., patent had a

glucose-tolerance test) and allow a transition from a possible plan to a ready plan; 

• Suspend-conditions: which determine when a started plan has to be suspended (e.g., blood

glucose has been high for four days); these are informally the inverse of protection conditions

in the planning literature, which have to hold during certain time periods. 

• Abort-conditions:  which determine when a  started,  suspended,  or  restarted plan has  to  be

aborted (e.g., there is an insulin-indicator condition: the patient cannot be controlled by diet); 
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• Complete-conditions: which determine when a started or restarted plan has to be completed

successfully (e.g., delivery has been performed); 

• Reactivate conditions: which determine when a suspended plan can be reactivated (e.g., blood

glucose level is back to normal or is only slightly high);

Effects  describe  the  functional  relationship  between  the  plan  arguments  and  measurable

parameters in certain contexts (e.g., the dose of insulin is inversely related to the level of blood

glucose)  or  the  overall  effect  of  a  plan  on  parameters  (e.g.,  the  insulin-administration  plan

decreases the blood glucose). Effects have a likelihood annotation-a probability of occurrence-

and a temporal scope. 

The plan body is a set of plans to be executed in parallel, in sequence, in any order, or at some

frequency.  Asbru  distinguishes  among  several  types  of  plans:  sequential,  concurrent,  and

cyclical. Only one type of plan is allowed in a single plan body. 

• A sequential plan specifies a set of plans that are executed in sequence; for continuation, all

plans included have to be completed successfully. 

• Concurrent plans can be executed in parallel or in any order.

• Cyclical plans are plans wich can be repeated several times within a certain time interval.

They are composed by the following parts:

• start-time -  a  time  point  at  which  the  action  specified  by  cyclical-plan-body is

performed for the first time.

• cyclical-plan-body -  is  a  single  plan  step,  mostly  a  plan-activator.  This  step  is

repeated as specified in the repeat specification. 

• any-repeat-specification - specifies the times at which the step defined by cyclical-

plan-body is repeated.

• set-of-cyclical-complete-conditions -  is  a  combination  of  cyclical  complete

conditions (e.g. a certain time point has been reached, or the step has been repeated

several times), connected by logic operators.

• max-attempts - the number of attempts taken to complete the action specified in the

cyclical-plan-body, before aborting the plan 

Asbru distinguishes two dimensions for classification of sequential or (potentially) concurrent

plans: the number of plans that should be completed to enable continuation and the order of plan

execution.  Using  the  two  dimensions,  we  define  the  operators  DO-ALL-TOGETHER,  DO-

SOME-TOGETHER,  DO-ALL-ANY-ORDER,  DO-SOME-ANY-ORDER,  DO-ALL-
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SEQUENTIALLY. The continuation condition specifies the names of the plans that must be

completed to proceed with the next steps in the plan.  

3.2.4 GUIDE

GUIDE is a multi-level architecture designed to integrate a formalized model of the medical

knowledge  contained  in  clinical  guidelines  and  protocols  with  both  workflow  management

systems  and  Electronic  Patient  Record  technologies.  Within  the  GUIDE  representation

formalism a clinical guideline can be represented at two different levels:

• Guideline Formalization level. In this upper layer the guidelines are formalized using high

level Petri Nets (coloured Petri Nets, timed Petri Nets and hierarchy Petri Nets) which allow

physicians  to  describe  parallel  and  sequential processes,  triggers,  constraints  and  timing

associated to processes execution. The formal semantic  underneaths the language assure to

have  an  unambiguous  definition  of  the  process.  Moreover,  basic  concepts  of  workflow

formalism such as “activities”, “resources”, “roles” etc. can be easily mapped into the Petri

Nets formalism used by GUIDE allowing a clear mapping.

• Workflow level. The corresponding workflow is associated to each medical procedure once a

proper  conceptual  description  of  the  clinical  unit  in  terms  of  organization,  resources,

preferences and policies is  given.  A Low Level Workflow Builder details  each procedure

according to the specific organization within which the procedure will be performed. To this

aim  the  workflow  is  decomposed  into  elementary  process  steps,  called  activities.  Every

process activity requires a resource with a particular role description to perform it.  

The dual representation of a guideline, as a Petri Net and as a workflow, is indicative of a

different view of practice. From one side the rigorous formalism provided by Petri Nets can help

physicians to optimize and test newly adopted (or created) guidelines using Petri Nets packages;

from the other side, adopting a workflow for patient care can help implementing the guidelines

integrating them into a well-established workflow management system (for example the WfMS

Oracle  Workflow)  that  help  physicians  to  manage  human  and  physical  resources.  Latest

modification  to  the  system helps  physicians  to  manage exceptions  from a  defined  guideline

making the approach more flexible. Thus, the methodology proposed by GUIDE in [Quaglini00]

consist of four main steps:

1. A  guideline  is  graphically  represented  through  an  authoring  tool,  and  computationally

represented  through  a  relational  database.  At  this  step,  a  guideline  can  be  used  as  an

educational tool.
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2. Starting  from  this  database,  the  guideline  is  translated  in  WPDL  (Workflow  Process

Definition Language), in terms of tasks and transitions.  WPDL is a standard language for

sharing workflow.

3. WPDL code is used to build a Petri net that is processed by the IncomeTM package, allowing

the  workflow model  to  be  tested  and  optimised.  To  this  end,  a  model  of  the  healthcare

organisation is also used to represent knowledge about available resources.

4. The workflow model is implemented using the commercial WfMS Oracle Workflow.

In the GUIDE approach the context of execution of a guideline is taken into account in the step

3  where  the  organization  model  drives  the  implementation  of  a  guideline  into  the  specific

hospital. The availability or unavailability of a resource in the system makes the transitions of the

Petri Net, the actions of the workflow, able or unable to be fired. We will see in section 6.2 how

we cope with the same problem providing a mechanism to filter a guideline of the impracticable

paths  tailoring  a  general  guideline  to  the  specific  context.  Moreover  we  stress  the

interchangeability of vocabularies used to define diagnostic actions, findings etc.

3.3 Computer Interpretable Guidelines Managers Architectures

In most  approaches in the literature, the task to acquire clinical  guidelines and the task to

execute them are kept separate since they follow different goals. 

The first  task is  devoted to  acquire,  using one of the many clinical  guidelines  formalisms

present  in  literature (see the  above section  for  an overview of  the  formalisms),  a  document

describing the protocols for the management of a particular clinical situation. Such task is usually

taken in  charge by a number of expert  physician, this  means that the acquisition phase of a

computer interpretable clinical guideline is,  most of the times, a collaborative and distributed

task that produce a formal document whose must be correct in terms of the chosen formalism and

complete in the sense that each aspect of the clinical protocol the guideline is encoding is taken

in consideration and described by a section of the document.

The expert physicians typically use the definition formalism not via plane text, but helped with

a visual metaphor of the formalism itself provided by the acquisition tool. The flow of actions

can be depicted as a graph whose nodes are actions, flowcharts or other and the visual metaphor

defines the semantic of each entity (node, arc or whatsoever) hiding the formal details to the

expert physician and offering a more easy approach to the guideline definition.

When  defining clinical  actions,  diagnoses,  clinical  data,  expert  physicians  use  terms  from
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standard  medical  ontologies  (thesaurus,  coding scheme or  similar)  in  order  to:  1.  efficiently

define usually complex data entities; 2. use reference terms as standards as possible in order to

have a shared meaning of the used terminology. The use of a reference terminology is a must

since  the  complex  clinical  criteria  cannot  be  entered  in  the  guideline  in  a  non  computer

processable format since the intended meaning could be ambiguous and it could not be processed

by the clinical guideline execution tool.

The task of execute a computer interpretable  clinical  guideline within a  clinical  workflow

takes as input: a clinical guideline described in a formal language (the one, or ones, adopted by

the execution tool); a source of patients data provided by the Hospital Information System (most

of the hospitals or at least the single wards, nowadays, have an information system that handle

the patients' clinical records); and the guidance of the user physician that, following a partially

defined care plan, use its experience to guide the actual application of a guideline over a patient.

The user physician will be provided with a tools that offers, based on the clinical guideline

adopted and the particular patients' data, a set of clinical actions to run over the patient (clinical

examinations, pharmacological prescription or data requests). In case patient data, unavailable in

the Hospital Information System, are needed the physician will be prompted with a data entry

form. The way the data is entered in the system (usually not free text) reflects the clinical data

classification used in compiling the clinical guideline and makes use of a reference terminology

to help the user to entry the needed data in accordance with that classification.

In the same way the execution tool, in interfacing with the Hospital Information System, will

make reference to the standard terminology used to edit the guideline to ask for patient data. This

simple assumption is source of a number of problems since acquisition tool, execution tool and

Hospital Information System makes use of a medical terminology in order to classify patient

data,  define  clinical  actions  and  so  on,  but  not  necessarily  of  the  same  terminology.  This

terminological  gap is  one of  the causes  for  ad-hoc implementations  of clinical  guidelines  in

hospitals when, the most of the times, one software implementation of execution tool is usually

provided for each clinical guideline and no standardization seems profitable for such typology  of

tools above described. 
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4 Need for Contextualization

4.1 Introduction

Clinical guidelines represent the current understanding of the best clinical practice, and are

now one  of  the  most  central  areas  of  research  in  Artificial  Intelligence  in  medicine  and  in

medical decision making (see [Gordon95, Grimshaw93, Molino99, Purves95]). Despite the fact

that such tools seem to promise a great added value in health care standardization and quality of

services  assurance,  a  set  of  problems  slow  down  the  use  of  clinical  guidelines  as  a

standardization tool (see [Kosecoff87, Resnicow89, Cabana99]).

These problems are of different nature but we can group some of them in a single class we can

call of a “contextual” nature, that is to say that the actual “context” of adoption of a standard

guideline drives the success, or failure, of the use of such guidelines deciding of the real added

value brought by the guideline itself.

In  the  following  sections  we  will  describe  some  of  these  source  of  problems  in  clinical

guidelines  adoption  and  the  proposal  made  in  Medical  Informatics  to  overcame  such

problematics. Moreover we describe some proposal  in  standardization that  can be of help in

proposing a context of execution as predictable as possible. In detail in section 4.2 we describe

how the local set  of physical resources drives a general clinical  guideline execution (or even

applicability). In section 4.3 we will describe how medical terminologies, an important resource

of a medical system, are used in clinical guideline definition and execution since they represent a

shared conceptualization of the medical domain that it is used to define clinical terms semantics

(section  4.3.1).  Not  only the medical  terminology, but  even the  data source  is  an important

contextual  resource of the system (contextual  in  the sense that  its  access is  particular to  the

context of execution that is different for every hospital) that is needed to be available during

guideline execution (section 4.3.2)

Finally in section 4.4 are presented a set of standard proposal that could help in the definition

of a standard context of execution for computer interpretable clinical guideline when dealing

with medical terminologies (section 4.4.1), their access (section 4.4.2) and patient data access
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(section 4.4.3). 

4.2 Medical Systems and Resources

One of the most relevant obstacles to the use and dissemination of clinical guidelines is the

gap between  the generality of guidelines (as defined, e.g., by physicians’ committees) and the

peculiarities of the specific context of application. In particular, general guidelines do not take

into account the fact that the tools needed for laboratory and instrumental investigations might be

unavailable  in  a  given hospital.  Moreover,  computer-based guideline  managers  must  also  be

integrated with the Hospital Information System (HIS henceforth), and  usually different DBMS

are adopted by different hospitals.

As  we  have  seen  before  (see  section  2.3),  clinical  practice  guidelines  are  developed  and

revised  by committees  of  expert  physicians,  and  all  the  possible  alternatives  care  flows  are

deliberately  described  in  order  to  make  the  guideline  as  general  and  complete  as  possible.

However,  one  of  the  biggest  issues  in  guideline  dissemination  and implementation  on  sites

nowadays is the need of taking into account the presence of local constraints [Cabana99] in order

to overcome the environment-related barriers [Kosecoff87, Resnicow89]. There is moreover the

need to tailor of such general prescribing for particular patients. 

The  nature  of  such  environmental  constraints  can  be  related  to  local  settings  (resources

availability, local best practices etc.),  to available practitioners’ skills, to patients’ boundaries

[Boxwala02],  to time-related boundaries or even to budget constraints.  This problems led, in

some cases, to the design of very specific guidelines suitable for only one very specific context.

However such guidelines were very far from being “standard” and were hardly shareable among

different clinical structures. Thus, to preserve clinical guidelines generality and shareability and,

at  the  same time,  to  provide  explicit  support  to  their  exploitation  in  a  specific  context,  the

problem of context adaptation must be faced in a number of ways. 

First  of  all,  context  adaptation  involves  taking  into  account  the  resource  requirements

associated with each action in a guideline. Only those actions whose resource requirements can

be satisfied in a given context and, more generally, only those care flows, seen as the set of single

actions that compose the flow, that do not overcame local constraints (not only appliances but

also time, money etc. too), singularly and as a whole,  can be taken into account in the care

practice. This means that, embedded in the description of the guideline, there must be expressed

explicitly the set of resources needed by single steps of the guideline in order to allow the clinical
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guidelines managers to process such information in order to adapt a guideline to a given context.

Some of the formalisms presented in the previous chapter allow one to describe, to some extent,

the requirements of the actions that compose a clinical guideline. PROforma (see 3.2.1) describe

logical preconditions that can be used, in a process of guideline contextualization, as a means to

describe resource availability. GLARE and Asbru (see section 5.2 and section 3.2.3) formalisms

allow to describe explicitly the resources needed by single actions of a guideline. GLARE, in

particular,  provides, using this data stored within the guideline plans, a facility that allow to pre

compute the total amount of resources needed by a particular run of the guideline over a patient

(see  [Terenziani02]  and  [Terenziani04a]).  GUIDE (see  3.2.4),  provide  a  means  to  embed  a

guideline model to a pre existent hospital workflow system that takes in charge of manage all the

resources (time, money and physical appliances). 

The main contribution of this thesis work, in this area of guideline contextualization,  is to

provide a context-based filtering technique of clinical  guideline,  matured within the GLARE

formalism, in order to allow physicians of local hospitals to tailor general clinical guidelines to

particular hospitals where they are supposed to be deployed. Such filtering technique takes into

account the bounded set of physical resources of the particular context helping to tailor a general

guideline to the particular hospital (publications: [Terenziani04, Terenziani04a]).

4.3 Terminology Sources and Clinical Guideline 

In second place, also the problem of adaptation to the software context and the interoperability

of guideline managers with Hospital Information Systems (HISs) has to be considered. In fact,

both  in  the  acquisition  and  in  the  execution  phase,  computer-based  managers  of  clinical

guidelines should strictly interact with the HISs. For instance, the execution of a guideline on a

patient must be based on the patient’s data, which are stored into the patient database. Thus,

clinical guidelines managers should be adapted to operate at different hospitals, and, therefore,

with possibly different DBMS (e.g. Access  vs. Oracle  vs. Caché) and, as we will  see in the

following, with different Electronic Medical Records and medical terminologies that provide the

building blocks to describe clinical data, patient diseases, diagnostic procedures and so on. A big

effort  has  been  spent  by  medical  institutions  in  order  to  provide  standards  for  the  above

mentioned issues.  

4.3.1 Medical Terminologies

A medical terminology is a structured list of terms or synsets, together with their definitions,
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designed to describe unambiguously the care and treatment of patients. The terms cover diseases,

diagnoses, findings, operations, treatments, drugs, administrative items etc. and can support the

clinical practice in a number of ways:

1. Clinical data capture and presentation - letting physicians enter, store, and review in a more

structured way than free text notes. 

2. Information integration,  indexing and retrieval  -  linking clinical  records,  decision support,

quality assurance, and other information. 

3. Messaging between software systems - linking laboratory and Hospital Information Systems

providing a fixed semantic to terms used in message context 

4. Reporting - providing the official returns in whichever coding system is required 

In attempting to fulfil the first two functions, terminology must reach a good trade-off between

the flexibility of human language and the rigid formal semantic needed by software systems.

Communication  between  people  is  often  imperfect,  and  misunderstandings  are  common.

Moreover,  in  order  to  allow  interoperability  of  clinical  data  among  different  software

applications, a shared terminology defining a commonly agreed semantic for the terms used to

describe clinical data must be used. 

That  is  the  reason  why,  in  order  to  specify a  fixed  semantic  for  clinical  terms  a  set  of

formalisms besides terminologies are used:

• Clinical classifications: differing from a clinical terminologies, are a representation of a set of

concepts and the relationships between them.  

• Medical  nomenclature:  where  unique  codes  are  assigned  to  medical  concepts,  such  as

diseases. 

• Thesauri: are a list of terms defined for use in a specific application area or domain e.g. a list

of diagnostic terms or a list of terms for laboratory tests. For practical usage, thesauri that also

contain a list of synonyms for each preferred term have also been developed.  

• Controlled vocabulary: is a restricted set of preferred terms that represent clinical data at the

required level of granularity - designed for use within a healthcare organisation.

• Formal ontologies: where the definitions of concepts are built using logical formulas (usually

description logics) and can be associated with a syntactic term, or a set of synonyms, in order

to localize the ontology (Italian labels instead of English labels and so on) 

The importance of medical vocabularies in clinical guidelines field is huge due to the fact that

the most of the guidelines available nowadays are free texts and that there is a growing demand

of computer interpretable clinical guidelines. There is, in fact, a great need of establish  a shared
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meaning for medical terms in order to build, based upon this semantic, a set of software tools that

allow  clinical  data  classification,  retrieving  and  processing  for  managing  clinical  guideline

running on pre existent HISs. 

4.3.2 Need for Data Linking

As we have said before, in order to be useful in the clinical practice,  the clinical guideline

execution tool should interact with the patient database containing the patients’ clinical records.

Whenever a patient’s data is needed in the execution of a certain guideline (e.g.,  in order to

evaluate  a condition within a clinical  decision process),  such a data should be automatically

retrieved from the database by the execution tool. Such automatic data retrieval has two strong

assumptions:

1. The data contained in the patient database are described using the same terminology used by

the guideline manager.

2. The data schema used to describe the patients data is fixed and well known by the guideline

manager.

The first assumption claim that exist a world leading standard medical terminology that fits

well every medical application and medical domain. Even if this could be a long term goal in

Medical Informatics, it is quite clear that there not exist right now only one standard, but many

standards even not fully adopted by all medical communities.

The  second  assumption  claim  that  every  Hospital  Information  System  should  be  built

following a standard for the medical record data schema that is equally, quite obviously, not true.

In fact, Hospital Information Systems have been mostly built in the past considering only local

needs,  with  very  little  consideration  about  interoperability  between  systems,  since

interoperability was not an issue at the time systems were built. Some groups are now proposing

standards  for  accessing Electronic Medical  Records   (EMR henceforth).  HL7 is  proposing a

VMR (Virtual Medical Record), a standard “virtual” data model that could be mapped in “real”

local  data  schema providing a  common upper  data  model  that  could  facilitate  the access  to

heterogeneous HISs.

The problem of data linking is even more tricky since when a medical terminology has been

chosen to be part of an EMR, an additional layer of complexity is introduced: the relationship

between  the  schema  of  the  terminology on  the  one  hand,  and  the  information  models  that

underpin the EMR database on the other.

First, imagine to have a terminology that is so expressive that everything, however detailed and
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complex, can be constructed and represented within it. In this situation, however, the EMR itself

would need only one field in the table for the clinical information. A single identifier for a huge,

complex  and detailed concept  describing the  patient  would go in  this  field.  Now imagine  a

terminology that is extremely inexpressive, in fact, it consists of exactly two terms: “present”,

“absent”5. With such a small terminology, the EMR might attempt to compensate for the lack of

expressiveness by having lots fields in its  database table,  for example,  one field for each of

20,000 different diagnoses you might want to record. Each consultation event would then result

in a new row in the table, most of the fields (columns) of which would be empty except one or

two that would contain the code for either “present” or “absent”.  

These two extremes demonstrate how the content of the terminology can affect the content of

the data model, how the choice of where to put expressiveness can be arbitrary and how the

difference between data and vocabulary used to describe the data is quite fuzzy. 

However, usually terminologies and databases are completely independent. The hospitals may

have a legacy database containing the patients data, while terminologies adopted for achieving

interoperability has been chosen or built much later by an independent team (possibly with no

interaction with the database administrator). In this context, where the trade-off of expressiveness

power has not been taken into account in advance, linking terminologies and databases might be

a  difficult  task.  Our  opinion  is  that  some  of  the  terminological  knowledge  can  be  already

contained within the database schema in order to describe data6 and we must take into account of

it in order to try to harmonize the two conceptualization of domain.

Primary  goal  of  this  thesis  work,  for  what  concern  the  contextualization  of  medical

terminologies,  is  to  find  a  way  to  allow  the  automatic  data  retrieval  during  the  guideline

execution  (but  the  approach is  domain independent)  addressing patients’  data  using external

terminology concepts. Since there seems not to be a consensus approach on medical terminology

and on how to organize the patient database (e.g., in term of conceptual data model, even if some

proposal are going out within the SAGE project [Tu04]) we have tried to make a proposal that

gives a low impact on the system in case a different terminology7 is used and/or a different data

model  is  chosen  using  the  terminological  knowledge  already used  to  describe  clinical  data

(publications: [Correndo04, Terenziani04a]).

5 This is a dummy case, an extreme point of a wide scale of expressive power that can be used in junction with
different EMR.

6 Quite obvious since purpose of data schema is to describe data contained in the database.
7 As we will see further, in our work we have chosed to use ontologies in order to describe terminologies since they

offers a logical foundation for term classification and sharing.
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4.4 Available Standards

4.4.1 Standard Medical Terminologies

There are many standards developed in the medical field from many different organizations.

Usually such standards cover different subfields of the medical domain without any overlapping

but sometimes different standards try to conceptualize the same piece of subdomain making hard

for  a  physicians  to  choose  the  right  terminology between  a  rose  of  possibilities  of  almost-

standard terminologies.

These  proposals  include  the  Unified  Medical  Language  System  or  UMLS  (see  [UMLS],

[Campbell98], [Humprheys98]), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms or

SNOMED  CT  (see  [SNOMED-CT],  [Spackman97],  [Stearns01]),  the  Logical  Observation

Identifiers Names and Codes database or LOINC (see [LOINC], [Bakken00]), the International

Classification of Diseases or ICD-9/10 (see [ICD]) and many others.

Between all these standards UMLS is worth mentioning because: first, it is used the most and

second,  it  is  one of the most  accredited attempt to  provide a single roof for every proposed

standard terminology providing a  mapping between external  terminologies  within the UMLS

coding system.

In 1986,  the  National  Library of  Medicine  (see  [NLM]),  began a  long term research  and

development project to build a Unified Medical Language System (see [UMLS]). The purpose of

the UMLS is to aid the development of systems that help health professionals and researchers to

retrieve and integrate electronic biomedical information from a variety of sources and to make it

easy for users to link disparate Information Systems, including computer-based patient records,

bibliographic  databases,  factual  databases  and  expert  systems.  The  UMLS  project  develops

knowledge sources, and software tools for manage and customize them, that can be used from a

variety  of  application  programs  to  overcome  retrieval  problems  caused  by  differences  in

terminology  and  the  scattering  of  relevant  information  across  many  databases.  UMLS  is

composed of three main components (knowledge sources of different nature): a metathesaurus, a

semantic network and a specialist  lexicon (provided with a  set  of tools  for  natural  language

processing).

The  UMLS  Metathesaurus  is  a  very  large,  multi-purpose,  and  multi-lingual  vocabulary

database that contains information about biomedical and health-related concepts, their various

names,  and  the  relationships  among  them.  It  is  built  from the  electronic  versions  of  many
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different source vocabularies (thesauri, classifications, nomenclature ...). In the Metathesaurus,

all the source vocabularies are available in a single, fully-specified  format. 

In the Metathesaurus, every concept is linked to at least one atom, string, and term, but can be

linked to many of each of these. Every atom, a concept representative within a terminology, is

linked  to  a  single  string,  a  single  term,  and  a  single  concept.  Each  string,  the  actual  string

representation of a concept, can be linked to many atoms, to a single term, and to more than one

concept  (although the typical  case is  one concept).  Each term,  a lexical  entry in  the coding

system, can be linked to many atoms, many strings, and more than one concept (although the

typical case is one concept).  A typical example of concept definition in UMLS can be seen in

table 18.

The Semantic Network provide a consistent categorization of all concepts represented in the

UMLS Metathesaurus and a set of useful relationships between these concepts. The Network

provides  information  about  the  set  of  basic  semantic  types which  may be  assigned to  these

concepts, and it defines the set of relationships that may hold between such semantic types. The

Semantic Network contains 135 semantic types and 54 relationships.

Concept (CUI) Terms (LUIs) Strings (SUIs) Atoms (AUIs)
C0004238
Atrial Fibrillation
(preferred) 
Atrial Fibrillations
Auricular
Fibrillation 
Auricular
Fibrillations

L0004238
Atrial Fibrillation 
(preferred)
Atrial Fibrillations

S0016668
Atrial Fibrillation 
(preferred)

A0027665
Atrial Fibrillation
(from MeSH)
A0027667
Atrial Fibrillation
(from PSY)

S0016669 

(plural variant)
Atrial Fibrillations

A0027668
Atrial Fibrillations
(from MeSH)

L0004327 
(synonym) 
Auricular
Fibrillation
Auricular
Fibrillations

S0016899
Auricular
Fibrillation
(preferred)

A0027930
Auricular
Fibrillation
(from PSY)

S0016900
(plural variant)
Auricular
Fibrillations

A0027932
Auricular
Fibrillations
(from MeSH)

Table  1 example of UMLS concept definition

8 Note that in UMLS coding system each concept, term, string and atom are uniquely identified by a code, respectively
CUI (concept unique identifier), LUI (lexical unique identifier), SUI (string unique identifier), AUI (atom unique
identifier).
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There are major groupings of semantic types for organisms, anatomical structures, biologic

function, chemicals, events, physical objects, and concepts or ideas. The current scope of the

UMLS semantic types is quite broad, allowing for the semantic categorization of a wide range of

terminology in multiple domains.

Each Metathesaurus concept  is  assigned at  least  one  semantic  type.  In all  cases,  the most

specific semantic type available in the hierarchy is assigned to the concept. For example, the

concept “Macaca” receives the semantic type “Mammal” because there is not a more specific

type “Primate” available in the Network.

The specialist lexicon has been developed to provide the lexical information needed for the

specialist Natural Language Processing System. It is intended to be a general English lexicon that

includes many biomedical terms.

The lexical  tools are designed to address the high degree of variability in natural language

words and terms. Words often have several inflected forms which would properly be considered

instances of the same word. The verb “treat”, for example, has three inflectional variants: “treats”

the third person singular present  tense form, “treated” the past  and past  participle  form, and

“treating”  the  present  participle  form.  Multi-word  terms  in  the  Metathesaurus  and  other

controlled  vocabularies  may  have  word  order  variants  in  addition  to  their  inflectional  and

alphabetic  case  variants.  The  lexical  tools  allow the  user  to  abstract  away from this  sort  of

variation.

Each of the UMLS components try to cover, at its best, one important feature terminologies

should have: 

• Like a coding system, UMLS provides with its metathesaurus a unique concept identification,

in order to avoid misunderstandings and ambiguities.

• Like an ontology, UMLS provides, with its semantic types, a good semantic fundament to

concepts classification.

• Like  a   lexicon,  UMLS provides,  with  its  specialist  lexicon,  the  right  tools  to  put  such

knowledge sources in work using natural language procedures and techniques.

4.4.2 Standard Access to Medical Terminologies 

A number of applications require access to Terminological Services, that is to say, services

that  support  the  access  to  a  number  of  different  domain  terminologies.  The  use  of  domain

terminologies in medical domain have been explained in section 4.3.1 and the benefits of having

a reference terminology that hosts in a single coding system every terminology has been shown
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in the previous section, but there are a number of different domains that still require terminology

access services but dealing with more than one terminology in order to allow:

• Information Acquisition: using terminology services to aid in the process of entering coded

data using different standards and/or languages.

• Information Display: using terminology services to translate coded data elements into human

or machine-readable external forms.

• Mediation: using terminology services to transform messages or data records from one data

model or representation format into another.

In order to standardize the access of such Terminological Services a set  of standardization

groups have made their proposal. The more important proposal have been made by HL7 group

(an ANSI member) with their Common Terminology Services (CTS) and by  with their Lexicon

Query Services (LQS, part of the Healthcare Specific Common Services). Despite the different

names, the two proposals are very similar9 and reflect similar requirements: 

• Terminology browsing: reflecting the need to query terminologies hierarchical structure in

order to use such subsumption knowledge looking for generalization and specialization of

terms of interest.

• Terminology presentation: reflecting the need to cope with different lexical entries related to

the same concept and with different languages covered by a terminology.

• Terminology mapping: reflecting the need to translate a concept from one source terminology

to another target terminology.

4.4.3 Standard Access to Electronic Medical Records

The increased mobility of the patient  populations  and changes in  healthcare providers has

resulted in a patient's medical information being accumulated in a variety of locations: hospitals,

specialistic  hospitals  complexes  and doctor's  offices,  with little  or no linkage between them.

Because  of  this  fragmentation  of  patient  information  into  the  healthcare  system,  healthcare

providers get a fragmented picture of the health history of a patient. This disconnected view can

occur over a regional network of clinics as well as over the entire country designing the picture

of a “distributed healthcare”.

In  addition  to  the  trend  towards  distributed  healthcare,  there  is  a  rapid  movement  to

computerized  patient  records  within  hospitals,  Hospital  Information  Systems  and  even  over

Community Health Information Networks. Such need for patient data integration requires patient

9 HL7 CTS proposal assumes to be, whenever it is possible, a consistent subset of the OMG LQS standard.
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data to be accessible in an organized manner within different laboratories of the same hospital,

on  a  national  scale,  independently of  the  healthcare  provider.  To deal  with  this  information

explosion, there are a number of organizations working to standardize healthcare information and

communication  including  the  CEN  (European  Committee  for  Standardization,  see  [CEN-

1,2,3,4]),  UN/EDIFACT  (United  Nations  rules  for  Electronic  Data  Interchange  For

Administration, Commerce and Transport), JWG-CDM (Joint Working Group for a Common

Data Model), the Health Level 7 (see [HL7]) group, ASTM (American Society for Testing and

Materials,  see  [ASTM]),  the  CPRI  (Computerized  Patient  Record  Institute)  and  recently the

Object Management Group (OMG) establishing a particular task force for the health care domain

(CORBAmed). 

CORBAmed  and  HL7  are  the  leading  standards  for  health  care  standards  in  accessing

Electronic Medical Records.

The CORBAmed provides standards for accessing clinical records with its COATS (Clinical

Observation Access Service) standard, a set of standard APIs defining the mandatory services a

provider of clinical data must provide to third parties.

The HL7 group proposed a standard for clinical  data  model  via a Virtual Medical  Record

(VMR), an ontology defining a standard interface to mediate between HL7 compliant clinical

systems and Decision Support Systems like guideline managers. Such VMR is not a physical

implementation of medical record neither a standard for medical record data model, in fact this

virtual data model must be grounded to a local Hospital Information System data model in order

to provide a homogeneous access to patient data.  
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5 GLARE

5.1 Introduction

 The technique and technology matured in this thesis work in order to help clinical guidelines

resource and terminological  contextualization  (presented in chapter  4),  even if  quite general,

have been worked out within a precise clinical guideline definition formalism and architecture,

the GLARE formalism and architecture.

GLARE formalism provides an explicit definition of the physical appliances needed by each

clinical action and for this reason has been chosen to implement a clinical guideline resource

tailoring algorithm (described in chapter 6). For this reason a brief description of the formalism is

provided in the following section 5.2 with a special attention to context definition primitives

provided by the formalism.

The existent GLARE architecture has been extended in order to cope with different medical

vocabularies proposing an architecture that offers a great level of flexibility in terminology using.

For  this  reason a  description  of  GLARE architecture  has  been presented in  section  5.3:  the

overall architecture (section 5.3.1), the acquisition module (section 5.3.2), the execution module

(section 5.3.3) and a brief overview of the consistency checking capabilities provided with the

tool (section 5.3.4).  

5.2GLARE Formalism

In  GLARE formalism the  focus  of  attention  is  on  the  notion  of  action,  which  is  a  basic

primitive notion for describing clinical guidelines. GLARE use the term “action” in quite a broad

sense in order to indicate the different activities which may characterize a diagnostic task, or the

application of a given therapy, the finding/retrieving of values for a given set of findings, or other

clinical activities. In such a broad sense, a guideline itself can be conceived as a complex action,

composed by a given number of elementary actions. 

The basic assumption of GLARE approach is that the knowledge in the clinical guideline is

independent from its use (e.g. support, evaluation, etc.), so that it is useful to distinguish between
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the problem of acquiring and representing clinical guidelines and the problem of “using” them10.

GLARE formalism distinguish different levels of knowledge involved within clinical guideline

definition.  At  the  epistemological  level  GLARE  points  out  different  types  of  actions  and

distinguish between structural  relations  (defining the components of non-atomic actions) and

control relations between actions (defining for example sequence, concurrence or alternative). At

the ontological level GLARE considers the clinical domain in more detail, specifying some of the

basic attributes of actions (e.g. diagnostic decision, therapeutic decision) in the clinical domain.

This distinction of knowledge levels allows GLARE to provide a representation language which

is expressive, domain-independent, clear and user-friendly.

5.2.1 Epistemological knowledge level

5.2.1.1 Basic types of entities

GLARE distinguish between atomic and composite actions (called plans). Atomic actions can

be regarded as elementary steps  in a guideline,  in  the sense that  they do not  need a further

decomposition into sub-actions in order to be executed.  Composite  actions are composed by

other actions (atomic or composite)11 allowing the expert physician to choose the level of detail

in describing the steps of a guideline, deciding which are atomic and which are not. The has-part

relation permits top-down refinement of composite actions: a guideline itself can be seen as a

composite action which can be broken down hierarchically into sub-parts. 

Four different types of atomic actions have been defined (a taxonomy of actions available in

GLARE formalism is depicted in fig. 4):

• Work actions:  Work actions are atomic actions which must be executed at a given point of

the guideline and can be described in term of a set of attributes.

10 This is also the approach taken by most of the works in the field.
11 Notice that the atomicity of an action is not an absolute feature: the expert physicians introducing the guidelines can

choose the level of detail for the description and, thus, can choose which actions are atomic and which are not.
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• Query actions: Query actions are requests for information from the outside world (physicians,

databases, knowledge bases).

• Decisions:  Decision actions are specific types of actions embodying the criteria which can be

used to select from alternative actions in a guideline/plan.

• Conclusions: Conclusions cannot be properly defined as “actions”, since they represent the

output of a decision process (for instance, assuming a given diagnostic hypothesis is a typical

conclusion of a diagnostic decision action). Explicitly representing conclusions is very useful

in   order  to  make  the  possible  outputs  of  the  decision  process  explicit  within  the

representation of clinical guideline (explicit output of a decision process). 

5.2.1.2 Structural versus control relations

Once defined the basic primitives in GLARE representation formalism, let us have a look at

the basic relations among them. In the case of guidelines and protocols, GLARE distinguishes

between two different types of relations: structural and control relation. For structural relation

GLARE mean those relations which can be used to define to define the “structure” of the given

domain,  imposing some form of  hierarchical  relation  between the  entities  in  the  domain.  In

terminological  language  such  as  KL_ONE  (see  [Brachman85,  Nebel90]),  set  containment

between class of entities  is  the basic  structural  relation.  Containment  relation (usually called

subsumption) is used in order to represent the structure of the domain being modeled in the form

of a class-subclass hierarchy (e.g. all cats are animals, all animals are animate beings and so on).

On the other hand, in the case of plans and guidelines, GLARE suggest the has-part relation as

the basic structural relation, which relates each composite action to the actions (atomic or not)

composing it. On the basis of the has-part relation, each guideline denoting the whole guideline,

and recursively, each node has children representing the actions composing it. Atomic actions

represents the leaves of such a tree.

Given the has-part relation, one can model the basic component of each action. However, an

essential part of each guideline and/or plan is the description of the “control” part: which action

might be executed next and in what order. GLARE thus introduced a set of control relations to

model this aspect of a guideline. In particular, GLARE distinguishes among four different control

relations: sequence relation, controlled relation, alternative relation and repetition relation.

A sequence relation SR  AA between two actions A1 and A2 states that  A1 and A2 must be

executed in sequence, i.e. the execution of  A2 can only begin after the end of the execution of A1.

In particular the sequence of A1 and A2 fails if any of A1 and A2 fails, while the sequence starts
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when A1 starts and ends when A2 ends.

In GLARE a controlled relation CR  AA between two actions A1 and A2 is used to represent

temporally constrained actions such as “A1 during  A2 ” or “start  A1 at least one hour after the

beginning of A2” and so on. The controlled action fails if any of A1, A2 fails. 

An alternative relation AR  DAAn applies to a decision action DA and to n actions A1, ... ,

An of any type (composed or atomic with n > 0) representing the fact that one of the n actions

A1, ... , An is executing depending on the results of the execution of the decision action DA.

The  repetition  relation (i.e.  the possibility of  stating that  one  or  more actions  have to  be

executed more than once – also called iteration) is a complex case of control relation between

actions. To better understand GLARE approach it is worth remembering that iteration is a basic

control relation within programming languages also.  In such a context,  within the flow chart

representation,  iteration  is  usually represented as  a  loop in  the  flow chart.  Although several

programming languages still support “go to” statements, that allow the flow control to jump from

one point  in  the flow to any other  point,  it  is  commonly agreed that  iteration can be better

expressed  in  a  structured  way (informally speaking  a  structured  programming language  is  a

language in which each loop has a unique entry point and a unique exit point). In fact structured

programs are clearer and more understandable than non-structured ones. 

Similar  arguments  play  in  favour  of  a  structured  representation  language  where  formal

semantics and structure make guidelines more easy to understand. In fact GLARE representation

language is restricted in such a way that iteration could only be expressed in a structured way. In

detail, GLARE approach look at iteration as a control relation which only applies to one (atomic

or composite) action at a time imposing some constraints on the way iteration itself could be

expressed within the formalism. For instance, in order to say that the sequence of actions  A1, A2,

A3 must be executed 10 times in GLARE formalism, one has to create a composite action A

consisting of the sequence of A1, A2 and  A3 and then to say that A is an iterated action that must

be repeated 10 times.

GLARE formalism  supports  two  different  ways  of  specifying  how a  repetition  has  to  be

performed. One way is to state that the action has to be performed until a given exit condition

becomes true. The other way is to specify a duration (frame-time) for the repetitions. In both

cases, the physicians often needs to specify the frequency of the repetitions in time. Consider the

example “3 times every 2 days”. One has to specify the granularity chosen for the repetition

(days in the example) and the groupings to be considered (2 in the example) in order to define the
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periodicity  of  the  action.  Moreover,  the  number  of  repetitions  of  the  action  in  the  given

periodicity must  also be indicated (3 in  the example).  Optionally one could also specify the

specific range of time when the actions has to be performed (e.g. “once a day, between 9:00 and

10:00 h”, called execution time), or a delay between one repetition of the cycle and the next.

5.2.2 Ontological level

The basic epistemological primitives presented in the previous subsection are general enough

to represent guidelines and protocols in many different domains. For using such primitives for

representing guidelines in the clinical domain they must be further refined to fit the particular

application and pointing out the properties (attributes) of the different type of actions. The whole

taxonomy is represented in fig. . We will briefly describe the different kind of action provided by

GLARE.

5.2.2.1 Work actions

In  the  clinical  domain,  work  actions  can  be  further  refined  into  clinical  procedures  and

pharmacological prescriptions. The internal structure of GLARE description of clinical procedure

is shown in fig. 5. 

Only the name of the action is mandatory, all the other parts of the description may be omitted.

The basic description of a clinical procedure consists of its name and of an additional description

of the action itself. The basic description properties are used for all types of actions. In addition,

work actions can be described on the basis of three different types of properties: preconditions,

conclusion and cycles.  Preconditions  state  the conditions under which a given action can be

applied or not. Contextual preconditions allow a physician to specify a minimum and maximum

cost of the given action (see also OPADE project [Zehger95]); minimum and maximum time

required to perform the given action; the resources (e.g. specialized instruments for laboratory
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tests) needed in order to perform the action. These attributes may be used for establishing the

actual applicability of single actions in a given context (e.g. resources and/or cost limitations).

Moreover, using the structural knowledge described in section 5.2.1.2, can establish which flows

of care are applicable  in  a given context  and which are not  allowing a physician to tailor a

general guideline to a specific hospital. Such attributes are also very important when guidelines

are used in order to check the quality (in term of costs and times) of the hospitalization service. 

Logical  preconditions  consist  of  conflicts  and  must/may  include/exclude  preconditions.

Conflicts state the list of incompatible and conflicting actions (not to be performed with the one

described).  Including and excluding preconditions  are logical  formulae stating the conditions

which must hold (not hold) for the action to be executable. GLARE distinguishes between must

and may preconditions: for example, a “must include” precondition is a condition which must

hold for the action to be executed, while the action can also be performed if some of its “may

include” preconditions do not hold (in such a case we have some disbelief about the application

of the action). The case of excluding preconditions is analogous. Goals of clinical procedures can

be specified as a text attribute. Finally, in the case where the action is repeated, the modalities of

the repetition are expressed by the attributes, as already described in the previous section.

On the other hand, pharmacological  prescriptions  can be simply represented by giving the

name and description of the drugs.

As  a  simple  example  of  clinical  procedure,  let  us  consider  the  case  when  endoscopy is

requested for a patient affected by gastro-esophageal reflux disease (henceforth called “GERD”).

The description of such an action, according to the schema in figure 5, might be the following:

• name: endoscopy

• description: endoscopic examination of the esophagous and of the upper gastro-intestinal tract

• preconditions – logical

• must exclude: recent IMA aortic aneurysm

• may exclude: coagulation disorders

• preconditions – contextual

• resources: endoscopy instrumentation

• cost: 50-100 US$

• duration: 10-20 min.

5.2.2.2 Query actions

Different types of query actions can be distinguished, according to the different types of data
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being requested  (i.e.  with  the  properties  of  such  data).  In GLARE approach  there  are  three

different types of data (and data requests): data from patient history, from physical examination

and  from  laboratory  investigation  (representing  data  from  any  kind  of  investigation,  e.g.

biochemical, imaging, etc. such a distinction is also carried on within the clinical database). In

GLARE  approach,  the  request  of  data  from  history  and  from  physical  examinations  is

characterized by the time and the cost  needed to obtain the data (besides name and optional

textual  description  of  the  data).  In  the  particular  case  of  the  request  of  laboratory data  two

different times and costs can be specified, to account for urgency.

5.2.2.3 Conclusions

Conclusions can be simply characterized by a name plus an optional textual description.

5.2.2.4 Decision actions

Decisions  are  probably  the  most  crucial  aspect  of  clinical  guidelines,  since  they  allow

physicians to discriminate among alternative actions. This discrimination usually depends on a

wide set of parameters. Since decisions have very specific features that distinguish them from all

other  types  of  actions,  GLARE  introduce  a  specific  type  of  action  to  deal  with  decisions.

Moreover, the decision process varies considerably depending on the context. Currently GLARE

have modelled two different types of decisions: diagnostic and therapeutic decisions.

Diagnostic decisions are difficult to characterize. In fact, the set of parameters to be used in

order to discriminate among different diagnoses cannot be specified a priori, since it depends on

the  specific  diagnostic  decision  being  considered.  Moreover,  in  the  diagnostic  context,  the

decision process is usually more complex than in the therapeutic context. In fact, in GLARE

approach, for each one of the relevant data (e.g. fever) and considering the alternatives to be

discriminated, expert physicians define a priori a set of values/ranges (e.g. fever < 37, 37 < fever

< 38, 38 < fever < 39 and fever > 39; or, qualitatively: no fever, low, medium, high). For each

one of the values/ranges of the findings in each one of the alternatives,  the expert  physician

defines a score. Moreover, a threshold is fixed to separate recommended/disliked actions. During

the  consultation  process,  the  patient's  data  will  be  compared with  the  given ranges,  and the

corresponding scores will be summed u, for each one of the alternatives. Only the alternatives

whose additive score is greater than the threshold will be recommended for selection to the user.

To summarize, a decision among a set of diagnoses can be represented as an open set of triples

<diagnoses, parameter, score> (where, in turn, a parameter is a triple <data, attribute, value>),

plus a threshold which is relative to the sum of the scores.
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On the other hand, in the therapeutic decision, physicians have to choose between different

therapies according to a given set of parameters: effectiveness, cost, side-effects,  compliance,

duration, which have to be specified for each one of the alternative therapies to be discriminated.

Thus, a decision action can be represented by the above set of parameters, for each one of the

alternatives.

5.2.2.5 Composite actions

Composite actions are actions which are composed of other actions, which may be atomic or

composite.  In  general,  using  GLARE  approach,  a  whole  guideline  can  be  represented  as  a

composite action. In such a way, GLARE enforce a hierarchical structure on guidelines, leading

to a top-down incremental refinement of the guideline by the expert physician describing it. 

The description of a composite action consist of two parts. The first part concerns the general

description of the action itself and is analogous to the description of work actions.

The second part is the structural description, which specifies the sub-actions composing the

action  itself,  and  the  control  descriptions,  stating  the  control  flow  of  the  sub-actions.  In

particular, two sub-actions A1 and A2 where  A may be in sequence, alternative or concurrent. 

5.3 Existent GLARE Architecture

5.3.1 System Architecture

The overall GLARE’s architecture is a three-layered one (see fig. 6). The highest layer (system

layer) is composed by the two main modules; the acquisition module and the execution module.

In particular, the acquisition module manages the representation of clinical guidelines, which are

physically stored  into  a  dedicated  database,  called  CG DB.  Moreover,  it  interacts  with  four

additional databases:  the Clinical DB, which provides a “standard” terminology to define the

actions  in  the  guideline;  the  Pharmacological  DB,  containing  a  list  of  drugs;  the  ICD DB,

providing an international coding of diseases, and the Resource DB, that gives information about

the resources available at the specific hospital where the guideline is meant to be used. On the

other hand, the execution tool  executes a guideline (which has been previously acquired and

stored in the CG DB) on a given patient, strictly interacting with the user-physician through its

interface, and retrieving data from the Patient DB. Different guidelines can be executed on the

same patient (and, obviously, on different patients). The tool stores the state of each execution

into the Instance DB.

The lowest layer of the architecture (DBMS layer) contains the DBMS, that physically stores
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the different databases described above, while the intermediate  layer (XML layer) consists of a

set of XML documents (one for each database). XML acts as an interlingua between the system

layer and the DBMS layer: the acquisition and execution modules actually interact only with the

XML layer, through which they obtain the knowledge stored into the DMBS. The use of XML as

an interlingua allows us to express the guidelines in a format with characteristics of legibility,

and to publish  them on the web, rendering easy their  dissemination.  On the other  hand,  the

DBMS  layer  grants  an  homogeneous  management  of  the  data,  by  integrating  the  guideline

representation with the pre-existent HIS in the same physical DBMS.

The XML layer and the DBMS layer manage the same knowledge, but they offer different

functionalities. The XML layer  manages small amounts of data and allows a quick interaction

with the system (via the Qload – Quick Load - and QStore – Quick Store -functions; see figure

7). On the other hand, storing and loading data from the DBMS to the XML layer (Load and

Store functions in figure 7) is a slower process, but it has to be performed only at the beginning

of a working session, when the required guideline is retrieved, and at the end, when the guideline

itself is saved12. Moreover, a DBMS is obviously able to manage large amounts of data, and

12 Notice that the “XML Document” box in fig. 7 stands for the XML document representing the guideline in main
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provides a powerful query language. In such a way, GLARE merge the advantages of exploiting

an intermediate shareable data representation (through XML) and the DBMS technology.

However, the main reason for building such a three-layered architecture is that it makes the

system independent  of the commercial  DBMS adopted at  the particular  hospital.  In fact,  the

interaction between the DBMS and the XML layer is devoted to a single software module (a Java

package). Changing the DBMS only requires to modify such module and these changes are quite

limited and well-localised. Thus, GLARE’s three-layered architecture offers a useful support for

adapting the tool to the software context.

5.3.2 Acquisition Module

The practical impact of a clinical guideline system heavily depends also on how easily it can

be  used  by  physicians.  The  basic  goal  of  the  GLARE  acquisition  module  (implement  the

acquisition  interface  in  fig.  6)  is  to  provide  expert  physicians  with  a  user-friendly tool  for

acquiring clinical guidelines. In order to achieve this goal the module provides:

• A graphic interface,  which supports  graphic primitives in drawing the control  information

within the guidelines, and ad hoc windows to acquire the internal properties of the objects

being drawn.

• Facilities  for  browsing  that  part  of  the  guideline  already  acquired.  These  facilities  are

fundamental,  especially in  cases  where  the  guideline  is  designed using different  levels  of

abstraction (i.e. using arbitrary nesting of composite actions).

• “intelligent” help and consistency checking. In particular, the graphic user interface must be

very different from a standard “drawing” tool, since it must support the physicians who design

the guideline. This support must include many forms of consistency checking (see section )

and some form of  scenario  analysis  that  provide  the  expert  physicians  of  a  tool  to  study

possible scenarios of the enactment of the guideline being built  when applied to a specific

patient (see [Terenziani02]).

The acquisition tool reflect the distinction between the different types of knowledge discussed

above  (structural  knowledge  and  control  knowledge)  providing  a  representation  of  both

structures in different windows (the structural knowledge in a window called structural window

and the control relations in a window called control window, see fig.8). Every time the user focus

on a different composite action belonging to the tree-like structure of the guideline (represented

in the  structural window), the control relations between the set of sub-actions composing the

memory, while “File” denotes its representation (as an XML file) in secondary memory.
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composite action on focus are shown in the control window.

Moreover, every time the user focus on an action of the guideline and ask for it, a description

window is created to allow the expert physician to see/edit the attributes of the action on focus.

5.3.3 Execution Module 

The GLARE execution module (the piece of software that implements the execution interface

in fig. 6) offers two modalities of execution of a clinical guideline in order to satisfy different use

of such a module. An on-line execution modality is implemented in the module in order to offer

to user physicians a tool for execute clinical guidelines in real time. For “real time” we mean that

if in the clinical guideline a given delay is set from the end of the execution of an action and the

beginning  of  the  execution  of  the  following,  such  delay  is  respected  by  the  tool  that  will

reproduce the given delay.

An on-line modality is needed in a situation where the execution tool is used in the clinical

practice (and its  use is  integrated within the clinical  workflow) and clinical  actions  must  be

executed at a given time. In the case the execution module is used as an educational tool, such
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Fig. 8 A window of GLARE’s acquisition tool graphical interface (concerning part of the gallbladder stones
treatment guideline). On the left, the hierarchical structure of the guideline is displayed; on the right, the
representation of control relations is shown in form of a graph.
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delays are useless and are just a waste of time. When the time delays are not pertinent to the run

of  the  clinical  guideline  (for  educational  purposes,  critique  or  for  evaluation),  an  off-line

modality can be used where the physician can jump to the next action just with a click without

considering the delays specified within the guideline. 

5.3.4 Consistency Checking

The GLARE acquisition tool provides an “intelligent” interface to expert physicians, in the

sense that it helps them in the task of acquiring a consistent guideline. In order to achieve this

goal,  the  acquisition  module  supports  different  types  of  consistency  checking,  which

automatically operate whenever the expert physician modifies a guideline.

5.3.4.1 Name and range checking

The first type of consistency checking is automatically triggered whenever the expert physician

introduces a new term or value within the description of an action in a guideline. The acquisition

module interacts strictly with the Clinical database in order to provide expert physicians with a

standard  terminology,  and  with  a  standard  range  of  values  for  clinical  findings.  Such

terminology, as we have seen in section 4.2, is very important for two main reasons:

• It  provides  common  meanings  for  the  data  and  the  examination  actions  required  by the

guidelines 

• It defines a common understanding for patient data binding in clinical guideline execution

Such reference terminology, once defined, binds the physicians either in guideline editing and

in guideline execution since it provides the basic bricks to patient data description and must be

taken  into  account  as  a  contextual  commitment,  particular  for  each  hospital.  In  the  actual

implementation of authoring tool for GLARE guidelines, the reference terminology is embedded

within the database and provides the types of data used to describe the patient data. ***

5.3.4.2 Logical consistency 

The  second  type  of  consistency  checking  is  automatically  triggered  whenever  the  expert

physician introduces a node or arc within a guideline. The acquisition module checks whether the

new element being introduced is consistent with several “logical design criteria” of guidelines

users want to enforce with the GLARE tool. For example, the acquisition module:

1. Disallow cycles: whenever an expert physician wants to introduce a new arc that forms a cycle

with the previously introduced arc, this action is not allowed by GLARE module that signals a

warning to the expert physician (in fact in GLARE approach, repetitions can be represented as

a property of actions, see section 5.2.1.2).
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2. Checks that an alternative is preceded by a decision: whenever alternatives arcs exit a node,

the acquisition module checks that such a node is a decisional one. This check allows for the

fact that whenever alternative ways of achieving goals are considered in the guideline, the

guideline itself also contains an explicit way of discriminating between them.

3. Checks that decision actions are preceded by query actions specifying all the data involved in

the decision criteria. Thus, at execution time, a decision action is executable only after all

necessary data for that decision are available.

5.3.4.3 Temporal consistency

The third type of consistency checking regards the semantic check of the temporal constraints

in the guideline and is automatically triggered whenever the expert physician saves a guideline

(alternatively, this check could be performed whenever a new temporal constraint, e.g. a delay is

added;  however,  since  temporal  consistency  checking  is  quite  expensive  in  terms  of  time

complexity,  this  latter  solution  could  impose  some delays in  the  interaction  with  the  expert

physicians).

In general, alternative sequences of actions and sub-actions may form graph structures, and the

constraints on the minimum and maximum durations of actions and minimum and maximum

delays between actions have to be propagated throughout the graph, to check consistency and to

infer new constraints. 
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6 Algorithm for Guideline Resource Contextualization

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present GLARE’s facility to adapt guidelines on the basis of the resources

available in a given context [Terenziani04]. As we have seen in section 5.2.2.1, in GLARE’s

representation  formalism,  the  resources  needed  by  each  working  action  of  a  guideline  are

explicitly declared within the action nodes. This means that a check can be performed in order to

prune  all  the  branches  of  a  guideline  that  cannot  be  executed  because  of  unavailability  of

resources.

In section 6.2 we will present an algorithm to adapt the clinical guideline expressed in GLARE

formalism. This algorithm takes into account only the resources intended as appliances that can

be checked locally to the action itself, not the money and/or time which need to be first summed

up and then checked (for such kind of resource control see [Terenziani02]). A formalization of

the algorithm is then proposed with respect to the GLARE framework. At the end of section 6.2

we  will  show an  example  of  application  of  the  proposed  algorithm to  a  general  graph-like

formalism defining the clinical guideline.

Finally in section 6.3 we will make some comparisons to other approaches present in Medical

Informatics  that  explicitly  take  into  account  the  physical  context  of  execution  of  clinical

guideline in relation with their deployment in hospitals.

6.2 CIG Contextualization Algorithm

In a way, a clinical guideline, in GLARE as well as in other formalisms, describes a set of

alternative paths, from the beginning of the guideline to one of the alternative ends, that the

physicians can follow, based on the patients' personal data and on the physicians' judgement,

during the diagnostic/therapeutic process. 

Formally we can define a guideline as a set of actions of different types, a set of structural

relations and a control relation. There is also the repetition relation, which we will not consider

in  this  formalization  since  we deal  only with  the  structure  of  a  guideline  and  not  with  the
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temporal issues related to repetition relations. GL = (A, start, SR, AR, CR) where:

• A is the set  of  actions of a guideline and is  refined according to the hierarchy of actions

presented in fig. 4 into the following types of actions:

• CA or composite actions

• AA or atomic actions

• DA or decision actions

• QA or question actions

• WA or work actions

• CnA or conclusion actions

• start is the starting node of a guideline13

• SR   AA :  ai!aj((ai,  aj)   SR)   ai((ai,  aj)   SR    (aj,  ai)  SR),  is the  sequence

relation 

• AR  DAA : ai((ai, aj)  AR  (aj, ai)  AR), is the alternative relation

• CR  AA : CR is the controlled relation and it is an equivalence relation14

Let us define  paths(GL) as the set of paths which constitute a guideline; we can formally

define the elements of such set as the sequences of actions p = (a1, ... , af)  paths(GL) such that:

1. a1  start  ai(af, ai)  SR  AR  CR  

ai (1  i < f) 

2. ((ai, ai+1)  SR  AR  CR  

3.    ai  DA  ((ai, ai+1)  AR  b  p : (ai, b)  AR) 

4.    [ai]  {ai}  (ac  [ai]  ac  p))15

The above formalization  of paths does not  take into  account  temporal  issues  but  only the

structural relation of the graph that forms the guideline. Informally we can define paths of a

guideline as: the sequences of actions where the head of the sequence is the entry point of the

guideline and the last one has no further action in the guideline graph (1); where each action of

the path is in a sequence, alternative or concurrent relation with the next action (2); where for

each of the alternatives that follows a decision action there is a different alternative path of the

13 In case the guideline is composed of more than a guideline using composite action nodes, there will be one starting
node for each of the composite actions presents in the guideline.

14 That is to say it is: reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
15 Since the Concurrency Relation is an equivalence relation we can define the equivalence set of an element,

represented with the element surrounded by square brackets, with respect with such relationship (in the above
formula no special notation is adopted to define the relation used to build the equivalence set since the CR is the only
equivalence relation).
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guideline that is taken as the next action16 (3); where for each group of concurrent actions there is

a sequence of action which belongs to the path that takes into account all the nodes of the group

(4). 

Particular attention must be paid to the composite actions of a guideline. In fact, as we have

said in section 5.2.2.5, we can see the guideline as a composite action that holds all the plans for

the  execution  of  the  guideline.  In  the  same way,  we  can  see  the  composite  actions  as  sub

guidelines and apply the given formalization to them defining the paths of a non atomic action

like the paths of the subguideline that describe the composite action itself. 

Pruning all  non-executable  alternative  paths  of a guideline brings out  a  context-dependent

guideline that describes all and only those actions that respect the original meaning of the general

input guideline, and that can actually be implemented in the given context (since the required

resources are available). If, instead, at the end of the procedure of contextualization a composite

action  (or  the  guideline  or  subguideline  it  represents)  has  no  legal  paths within  then  the

composite action itself, or the guideline it represents, it is not executable in the given context.

Informally, a legal path in a guideline is a path, from the starting action to an ending action,

such that  all  resources  needed by actions within the  path are available.  Following the given

formalization of paths of a guideline  paths(GL) we can say that the  legal_paths(GL)   paths

(GL) such that a  p : p  legal_paths(GL) then a does not require unavailable resources. 

An action a belongs to a legal path if :

• a does not require unavailable resources and 

• a is the last node of a path or, alternatively,  there is at least one action that follows it which

belongs to a legal path.

More formally, defining Rctx as the set of available resources in a given context, ares as the set

of resources required by the execution of an action a, we can formally define a legal path as:

In GLARE’s formalism, the only actions that require resources are  work actions and  query

actions,  and  the  only  actions  from  which  alternative  paths  may stem  are  decision actions.

However, for the sake of simplicity we will describe the procedure assuming that all the actions

may require  a  set  (possibly empty)  of  resources  and  that  all  actions  are  followed  by a  set

(possibly empty) of actions.

16 In different words, a path of a guideline takes in consideration one and only one of the alternative actions that
follows a decision action.
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The  main  idea  of  our  approach  is  to  rebuild  a  general  guideline  from the  starting  action

collecting only those paths that require available resources (i.e., legal paths). The procedure takes

a guideline  GL and a set  of available  resources as input  and produces an adapted guideline

GLcontext that contains only the legal paths of GL as output. In order to do this, all the actions in

GL are taken into account. 

Given the current action a in GL, the algorithm operates as follows:

1. if  a is already present in  GLcontext (i.e.,  a belongs also to another legal path in  GLcontext), no

other actions are required

2. if  a  is  not present in  GLcontext, the procedure checks the set of resources required by a. If  a

exceeds the available resources the procedure returns as a failure. Otherwise, a could belong

to a legal path

3. if a is a final action, it is added to GLcontext

4. if a is not a final action, an additional recursive check is applied to every action which follows

a in  GL, so that all the legal actions following it are collected. In the case that there are no

legal actions following a, the procedure fails to find a legal path including a, propagating the

failure to the calling procedure

5. once collected all the legal actions following a, the type of a is taken into account

6. if  a is  a composite  action, the procedure is  recursively applied to its  components.  If such

subguideline has at least one legal path:

• a copy of a is done (with the adapted internal guideline within)

• the  set  of  actions  following  a  is  updated  with  the  set  of  legal  actions  that  follow  a

previously collected by the recursive calls

• the copy of a is added to GLcontext and returned as a result to the calling procedure

Otherwise the procedure returns a failure

7. if the action a is of any other type, no other control is performed. A copy of a is done, and the

set of legal actions that follow a is updated and, finally, the copy of a is added to GLcontext and

returned as a result 

Now that  the  algorithm for  the  pruning  of  non  executable  paths  in  a  guideline  has  been

presented let us go through on a practical example of guideline contextualization describing the

recursive procedure step by step. In the following example there are three columns: the first is a
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textual description of actions taken at the current step of the algorithm, in the second there is a

graphical  representation  of  the  guideline  as  a  graph  where  the  current  action  taken  into

consideration by the algorithm is highlighted and the third is the graphical representation of the

rebuilt guideline (the one which contains only legal paths inside). In the example there are eight

actions,  represented  as  nodes  of  a  graph:  one  query action,  a1;  one  decision  action,  a2;  one

conclusion action a3; and five working actions a4, a5, a6, a7,and a8. One of the working actions, a6,

requires an unavailable resource therefore  a6  and all actions containing a6  shall not been taken

into account in the contextualized guideline. The alternative branches can be seen as OR nodes

from where alternatives branches depart and the group of concurrent actions can be seen as AND

nodes where the failure of one of the nodes decides the failure of the root node.

Legend:

Query actions

Decision actions

Conclusion actions

Work actions

Sequence, Alternative relation
 Controlled relation

  

Explanation Current action Contextualized Guideline
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Explanation Current action Contextualized Guideline
The  first  action  a1 is
considered  by  the
algorithm  since  it  is  a
starting  action  of  the
guideline. 

a1 is  executable  in  the
given  context  and  the
procedure  is  called
recursively  on  the
following action  a2.
a2 is  considered by the
procedure.  Since  it  is
executable  in  the
context the procedure is
called  recursively  on
the  set  of  following
actions  in  order  to
collect  only  the  legal
paths  from  all  the
alternatives.
a3 is  analysed,  it  is
executable  in  the
context  and  the  next
action  is  taken  into
account.

a4 is taken into account
by  the  algorithm.  It  is
executable  in  the
context  since  it  does
not  require  unavailable
resources.  Moreover  a4

is a final action, so it is
added  to  the
contextualized
guideline  and  the
procedure  returns  a
success. 
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Explanation Current action Contextualized Guideline
Once the recursive call
returns a success a legal
path  has  been
discovered  through  a3.
Then  a3 is  added  as  a
legal  action  in  the
contextualized
guideline  and a success
is returned.

Once returned from the
first branch of the
alternative, the next
branch is taken into
account. a5 is then
analysed. 

It is executable in the
context but, since it
belongs to a group of
concurrent actions, all
the other actions
belonging to this group
must be checked and
the action a6 is then
taken into account.
a6 is  found  not  to  be
executable in the given
context  since  it  does
require  an  unavailable
action.  No  legal  paths
can  be  found
throughout  the  group
(a5,  a6)  and  a  failure  is
returned  to  the  calling
procedure.
Once returned from the
second  branch  of  the
alternative  with  a
failure, the next branch
is taken into account. 

a7 is then analysed. It is
executable  in  the
context  and  the  next
action  a8 is  taken  into
account.
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Explanation Current action Contextualized Guideline
a8 is  found  to  be
executable in the given
context.  Moreover  it  is
a final  action and then
it  is  added  to  the
filtered  guideline  and
the procedure returns a
success. 

Once returned from the
recursive  call,  the
action a7 is added to the
contextualized
guideline and a success
is  returned  to  the
calling procedure.

If  at  least  one
alternative  branch
belongs to a legal path
(as  in  this  case),  the
action  is  considered  to
belong  to  a  legal  path
and the decision action
a2 is  added  to  the
filtered guideline and a
success is returned.    
Since  the  recursive
procedure  has  returned
a success  the  action  a1

is  added to the filtered
guideline  and  the
contextualized
guideline is returned as
the result of the overall
procedure.

This simple example has shown how the algorithm works on the structure of the guideline in a

recursive way in  order to  curb the time and space complexity of the  procedure.  In case the

guideline  has  complex  actions within,  the  procedure  must  be  called  recursively  on  the

subguidelines in order to check the feasibility of the whole action.  
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6.3 Comparisons

Guideline dissemination and integration into clinical practice should recognize the multiplicity

of  working  settings  and  Information  System  environments  within  which  the  guidelines

themselves  are  meant  to  be  implemented  [Boxwala01].   As  a  consequence,  some  of  the

approaches in the literature started considering the problem of adapting clinical guidelines to the

context of application.

For what concern the adaptation based on resources availability, one abstract solution is to

have a high level description of the guideline’s intentions, in order to ensure the adaptability of

the  described  procedure  to  different  contexts  still  preserving  the  guideline’s  intentional

objectives (see [Shahar96]). Such an approach has been followed in CAMINO (see [Fridsma96]),

a  tool  that  provides  users  with  a  user-friendly  interface  to  modify  (e.g.,  by

adding/removing/changing actions) a guideline, using additional information about the hospital.

Boxwala (see [Boxwala02]) propose an approach in which the dependencies between actions

in a guideline can be explicitly described, and where users’ modifications of a general guideline

must respect such dependencies.

The most recent proposal in clinical guideline dissemination, the SAGE project (see [SAGE]),

explicitly declare the problem to deploy newly adopted clinical guidelines. In fact, the first step

involved in guideline installation in an health care organization is the editing of the guideline

itself  in order to conform it  to organizational  and clinical  policies (the  localization step,  see

[Ram04]). This is a manual process, whereas we tried to automatize this procedure in order to

make the guideline dissemination easier. 

In general, the above solutions in the literature provide facilities to help physicians to modify

guidelines (consistently with guidelines’ intentions and/or functional dependencies). On the other

hand, GLARE’s resource-based adaptation tool is a completely automatic one. There is no other

approach that allow such automatic contextualization of guidelines, as far as we know. It takes a

general guideline and the list of available resources as input, and automatically prunes out non-

executable alternative paths. 
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7 Ontologies and Flexible Health Care Systems

7.1 Introduction

As we exposed in section 4.3.2, there is a trade-off when medical terminologies and EMR are

interfaced17. 

From one side there is the effort of a group of domain specialists (physicians in the case of

medical terminologies) that offer their own conceptualization of a domain with one goal in mind:

to  provide  a  rich and complete  set  of  primitive  terms,  and possibly some term composition

operators, that can efficiently describe the given domain. The provided ontology will bring with

it  a  set  of design assumptions  such as:  semantic richness;  avoidance of semantic  ambiguity;

ability to combine primitive terms to compose complex terms. Such premises that guided the

construction  of  the  domain  terminology  are  very  different  from  the  ones  that  guided  the

definition of the data model for the Hospital Information System: normalization of data schema;

correct definition of integrity constraints; compactness of data description; efficient data storage.

On the other side there is a well established presence of legacy Information Systems, widely

used within hospital organizations  for years before the need of a shared conceptualization of

clinical domain and interoperability arose. Even if we agree that the best solution for enhancing

the  clinical  guideline  dissemination,  standardizing  the  access  to  patient  clinical  data  and

increasing the HIS interoperability, should be to establish a standard medical ontology and a

standard  data  model  to  store  clinical  data,  this  solution  is  not  feasible  in  the  short  or  even

medium range of time. Such “ideal” solution needs a serious investment in money from every

hospital, as well as a huge effort in harmonizing and persuading every single party to adopt a new

standard leaving past, working, adopted solutions.

We can see that the design premises diverge where the need of standard (external adopted)

terminologies  in  Information  Systems  require  a  convergence.  With  these  assumptions,  the

problem  to  achieve  a  flexible  integration  of  different  external  terminologies  in  previously

17 That is to say when a conceptualization of medical domain, which provides a classification for the terms used to
describe clinical data, is harmonized with the conceptualization provided by the data model of the patient data record
that actually stores the patients data. 
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adopted  HIS  becomes  evident.  Our  aim  is  to  find  a  way  to  harmonize  the  external

conceptualization of the domain with the internal terminological knowledge already present in

data model.

In section 7.2 a set of premises to our approach are explicitly defined. In particular in section

7.2.1 is defined our personal view of an efficient knowledge sharing of clinical guideline taking

into account the particular reality of Medical Informatics. Then in section 7.2.2 some notions of

Distributed Information Systems are presented. An introduction of various DIS architectures is

presented in section 7.2.2.1 along with some notion about interfacing ontologies which describe

domains and underneath data schemas that are basic to understand the proposed architecture.

In section  7.3 the proposal  for  a flexible  integration  of ontologies  in  hospital  Information

Systems is described using the concepts defined in the previous section with a novel goal, the

flexible  adoption of  medical  vocabularies  in  accessing electronic  medical  records.  Finally in

section  7.4  a  proposal  of  architecture  that  can  be  implemented  within  an  already  existent

guideline manager, GLARE, will be described. 

7.2 Premises

7.2.1 Knowledge Sharing, a Personal View

As we have seen in section 4.2, there is a typology of knowledge in Information Systems that

is used to describe terminological and conceptual facets of a domain of application and not the

real objects of application. This fact has led to a proposal of architecture for medical Information

Systems  that  keep  such  terminological  knowledge  from  the  applicative  data  itself  (see

[Rector94],  [Goble94])  separated.  Such  terminological,  or  conceptual,  knowledge is  still  the

subject of a standardization process and needs formal theories, tools and frameworks that the

knowledge management community can provide. Such information, organized in concepts and

described with formal languages, are known as “ontologies” and they are currently perceived as

the right solution to cope with the growth of Babel of formalisms in recent years.

Obviously, to  choose a common formalism is  not  enough to obtain a standard:  the whole

medical community must agree to a common specification (recalling the definition of ontology

given by Gruber18  in [Gruber]). Otherwise all the efforts spent to reach an agreement on how to

retrieve patient data in a standard way will be vain. Therefore the vocabulary itself is seen as a

shared resource of the hospital that can be accessed by users19 for a number of applications and

18 “An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization”
19 Using the term “users” we mean people, organizations or even real software applications
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that formalize the agreement reached within the hospital, medical organization or even nation,

regarding the terms used in medical data description.

As  we  stated  before,  different  hospitals  make  use  of  different  resources,  that  is  why we

stressed the fact that context is so important in clinical guideline dissemination, and this is true

also for the ontologies used to model the medical domain in Information Systems. In fact writing

a  guideline  implies  to  commit  to  a  standard  ontology in  order  to  define  unambiguously the

semantic of the terms used to describe patient data required, clinical actions, diagnostic actions

and  so  on.  Without  a  commonly  adopted  standard  terminology which  can  be  used  both  in

guideline editing phase and in guideline execution phase we are forced to explicitly represent and

deal with the contextual heterogeneity introduced by the adoption of different terminologies from

Information Systems (see [Wache01]). Moreover we must take into account, in clinical guideline

deployment,  an additional  phase  of guideline contextualization20 where the  data  described in

guideline documents are linked to patients' data present in HIS. Otherwise a different guideline

must be produced for every standard ontology adopted by each hospital.

The experience matured in  the Semantic  Web field,  one of the most  challenging fields of

Computer Science, where there is a heavy use of ontology related technologies, showed that one

of the most difficult tasks in putting an ontology to work is just to find a shared conceptualization

of even a small piece of domain. Most of the time, small companies build ad-hoc ontologies to

describe their small piece of domain in order to cope with particular application needs. Even

when some standard bodies work for a proposal in a small  domain different proposals could

come out due to different points of view of different realities. The importance of context in the

definition of ontologies is reflected even from the proposal within the Semantic Web community

of extending ontology languages with primitives to represent, manipulate and validate semantic

correspondences between different ontologies (see [Bouquet03] and [Bouquet04]).

In Medical Informatics the need to access different ontologies is somewhat accepted and is

reflected  from the  design  of  standard  in  access  terminological  services  (as  we have  seen  in

section 4.3.2 there are two main standards for access to terminological services: CTS from HL7

standard group and LQS from OMG [OMG]). In fact, the presence of API for providing concept

translation among different vocabularies is an aspect present in both CTS and LQS.

Differently from a standard-centric solution (see fig.  9),  accepting the evident difficulty of

producing a totally accepted standard for a medical domain ontology, we focused in easing the

20 In SAGE this step is called binding (see [Ram04]) and the techniques treated in this chapter can be seen as enablers,
and not in alternative, of this kind of procedure. 
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integration of external standard ontologies in already present HIS. Our focus is on providing a

flexible method to integrate external ontologies with previously created data schema helping to

mitigate the semantic heterogeneity of the two conceptualizations (see section 4.2.2).

In fig. 9(a) we can see a standard based view of Guideline Sharing, where a standard ontology

(the upper document) is used to edit guidelines that must be deployed in different Information

Systems that must implement a different interface modules (the different coloured arrows) in

order to integrate the legacy data with the imported concepts. 

In fig.  9(b)  we depicted  a  distributed  point  of  view of  Guideline  Sharing where  different

ontologies can be easily integrated with many Information Systems with a common interface

module (the uncoloured arrows) with the help of some declarative knowledge that  maps the

imported concepts with legacy schemas (the differently coloured rectangles upon the arrows). 

In a standard based guideline sharing, the problem of covering the semantic distance between

domain conceptualization and data schema is completely left to system administrators while in a

distributed view of Guideline Sharing this is the main issue, terminological knowledge must be

addressed with its context of use and contextual differences must be explicitly recognized and

managed. 

In this thesis we explored the possibility of choosing a distributed view of guideline sharing

applying Distributed Information Systems (DIS henceforth) techniques and architectures in order

to  achieve  a  flexible  data  access  to  medical  patient  record.  This  reflects  in  easier  clinical

guideline dissemination since it leaves the guideline editors freer to choose a standard medical

ontology in order to describe clinical actions, diagnostic actions and so on. This approach helps

the local  administrators,  during the clinical  guideline deployment  phase,  to  easily implement

such guidelines into already adopted HIS, preexistent both to the guideline and to the medical

ontology.
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7.2.2 Distributed Information System 

The problem of making available data stored in heterogeneous data sources to a number of

applications, like the guideline managers in the Medical Informatics case, adopting a common

domain model is common to different fields. One of these challenging fields of computer science

is the area of DIS where there are, differently from our domain, a number of heterogeneous data

sources to be federated in a single distributed Information System spread into a number of local

Information Systems. 

Despite the final goal of DIS approaches, to allow different data sources to be queried in a

semantically homogeneous way, the results that they try to achieve are very similar to the ones

we desire. In fact in DIS the data stored within a database, which data schema and semantics is

not known a priori, must be made available and interpretable by applications via an ontological

commitment over the terms used to describe the data itself. This means that, in order to make the

content  of  a  data  source  understandable  by  third  party  applications,  an  agreement  must  be

reached on the meaning of the set of terms used to describe the data. Once the meaning of data

schema has been explicitly defined in an unambiguous way using a set of agreed terms, data can

be accessed, and processed, without the risk of misunderstanding from the applications, such as

the guideline manager tool, that handles such data.

7.2.2.1 Overview on Distributed Information Systems

DIS is  a leading field  of Computer  Science whose aim is  to  integrate heterogeneous,  and

physical  distributed,  information  sources  in  a  homogeneous  data  model  in  order  to  make  it

understandable to a number of applications. In order to harmonize the differences presented by

data sources, DIS have to cope with heterogeneities of different nature:

• Structural heterogeneity (see [Spaccapietra92]). It considers the difference of data structure

used to store data in different Information Systems.

• Semantic heterogeneity (see [Spaccapietra92] and [Goh97]). It considers the content of data

structures and its  related to the intended meaning of such content.  It  causes  a number of

conflicts:

• Confounding conflicts. Items that have the same meaning but differ in reality

• Scaling conflicts. Different reference systems are used to measure a value (i.e. EURO

instead of USD)

• Naming conflicts. Naming schemes of similar items differ significantly

The use of a shared conceptualization helps the data source administrator to explicitly define
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the intended meaning of data items (tables, fields and so on) avoiding conflicts and offering a

common, and unambiguous, interpretation of the semantics underlying the data published by data

sources to applications.

The typical architecture of a DIS (see fig. 10) makes use of mediators agents to cover semantic

heterogeneities  among  different  schemas  of  different  data  sources  (see  [Wiederhold92]).

Mediators allow to translate queries, formulated in a query language over a global domain model,

in  queries  expressed  with  the  local  query language and the  local  data  model  using wrapper

agents.

In  the  case  of  DIS,  different,  and  heterogeneous,  data  sources  must  be  described  using  a

common, or at least comparable, domain model to offer an homogeneous view of the whole set

of data. The scenario where a standard, omnicomprehensive and widely adopted  ontology is

used for such a task seems to be the best solution, but it presents the same problems that are

present in the adoption of a standard medical ontology in Medical Informatics, as we discussed

above. 

There are essentially four different approaches to mediate the heterogeneity of data schemas

(see [Gray97]). Such approaches cover a spectrum of choices; from the most centralized, that

makes use of a single standard ontology, to the most decentralized that makes use of local data

ontologies:

• Single Ontology Approach (see fig. 11). A single ontology can be chosen to define a shared

conceptualization  of  the  domain  within  a  federation  of  data  sources.  Every  data  source

belonging to this federation must describe its content using the elements of such ontology.
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This  approach represents  the  strongest  possible  ontological  commitment,  and  even if  this

approach avoids to add a translation step in accessing data sources it is still too demanding.

This approach forces local data administrators to commit to one standard, preferring it above

all the other standards present in the marketplace21.

• Multiple Local Ontologies Approach (see fig.  12). At the other extreme there would be no

standard ontology at all. Each data source is described using a local, personal ontology and

data source administrators must provide a mapping between such local ontology with all the

other ontologies present in the federation. Even if  this approach free the administrators in

choosing, or creating, the best ontology that best fits the local data schema, it is unmanageable

in practice. To  provide a translation for every present local ontology seems to be a nearly

infeasible approach in every scenario.

• Hybrid Approach (see fig.  13). In a hybrid approach every data source use a local ontology

that best fits its specific needs such as the Multiple Ontology Approach. The difference here is

21 This was one of the former approaches used to integrate heterogeneous data sources, see [Fang91] and [Hammer93].
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that every local ontology shall provide a mapping only to a global ontology, like in the Single

Ontology Approach. In this way, data source administrators provide a shared understanding of

their  data  content  via  its  translation  to  such  target  standard  vocabulary of  terms.  In  this

approach  the  local  ontologies  represent  the  minimal  ontological  commitment  needed  to

describe  the  data  sources  satisfying  one  of  the  design  criteria  devised  by  Gruber  in

[Gruber95].

• Multiple Standards Approach (see fig.  14). In this approach, only a small  number of well

established standard ontologies are used to describe data sources within the federation. Data

sources  are  described  using  local  ontologies,  that  better  fits  the  particular  needs,  and  a

mapping is then provided from each local ontology to at least one standard ontology. Thinking

to standard ontologies as nodes in a directed graph, administrators must assure that such graph

is  connected  in  order  to  be  able  to  translate  a  concept  from one  ontology to  every other

ontology. In this  way the user is  able to express queries in whatever standard vocabulary

present within the federation and still achieve a full coverage of all the data sources present

within the federation. 

The last approach, in our point of view, represents the best trade-off between the coexistence

of  a  number  of  standard  ontologies  (necessary  in  order  to  achieve  an  as  vast  as  possible

consensus  within  an  entire  community)  and  the  use  of  local  ontologies  (that  best  fits  local

implementation  needs).  Moreover  it  is  the  approach  that  requires  the  minimum  ontological

commitment, needed for a good formal ontology design.  

7.2.2.2 Semantic Database Schema Definition

 Once defined the best architecture for enhancing the availability of data access across multiple
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sources,  the  main  problem  is  to  define  the  best  way of  interaction  between  the  descriptive

information  contained  in  ontologies  and  the  underlying  data  sources22.  In  the  last  decade,

applications  based  on  database  tools  and  those  based  on  description  logics,  or  ontological

knowledge in general, are progressively converging. This convergence is proposing a scenario

where  similarities  and  differences  in  approaches  can  provide  a  great  occasion  of  cross

fertilization in the measure an effective integration is achieved.

Despite  the  various  approaches  that  can  be  followed  in  integrating  AI  formalisms  for

knowledge representation and DB technologies23, we want to focus more on the integration of

ontology description languages  with  (mainly) relational  databases.  Here  we can identify two

main approaches:

• View-Concept approach: where a literal representation of a database schema is augmented

with references to a domain related ontology that enrich the entities and relationships with an

explicit semantics (see [Pastor92]). Interoperability between formalisms is achieved directly

with  an  easy  translation  of  the  name  of  the  entities  from  the  domain  ontology  to  the

description of database schema.

• DL-centric approach: where the semantic modelling of an existing data schema is less taken

into account and the focus is more on direct translation of description logic formulas into

database entities. Such an approach provides straight access to data preserving the usefulness

of having a powerful language for knowledge bases description,  with the whole power of

reasoning support. Interoperability here is achieved through a complex translation of formulas,

from description logic concept constructors (and,  all,  same-as etc.) to the data management

language  of  the  particular  database  (typically  SQL)  (see  [Borgida92],  [Borgida95]  and

[Devanbu93]).  

7.3 Flexible Ontology Integration in Hospital Information Systems

7.3.1 Distributed Information System as a Means for Flexible Data Access

The approach followed in our proposal has been derived by our vision of knowledge sharing,

described in section 6.2.1, achievable through a highly flexible integration of standards in already

existent Information Systems. This approach is seen in alternative of producing a highly accepted

standard  ontology in  medical  domain.  In  our  proposal  we  assumed  not  to  have  a  standard

22 We can safely focus in this thesis work to access  relational databases sources that is the actual scenario of the work,
the patient data contained in the hospital database.

23 A set of approaches for integration of formalisms is proposed by McKay, Finin and O'Hare in [McKay90]
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ontology  that  guides  us  in  designing  a  software  architecture  that  could  provide  a  flexible

interface towards different Hospital Information Systems. In fact our vision is totally different in

the sense that we have accepted that different conceptualizations of a given domain will tend to

coexist for at least quite a long period. What we want to achieve, in order to promote guideline

dissemination, is highly flexible access to patient data records with very little regard to the data

schema adopted to store  such records.  Data schemas used in local  Information Systems will

reflect the particular application needs as well as the medical ontologies will reflect the particular

requirements set up by the creators, reflecting their intended meaning of “conceptualization” of

the domain.

Flexible data access we are looking for is the same, or at least similar, goal that DIS tries to

achieve, even if the final goal differs from the one we have. The DIS goal is to have a distributed

information access via a homogeneous24 conceptualization of the application domain while our

goal is to have a flexible data access via different domain conceptualizations. It is for this reason

we have made reference to DIS technologies in our proposal, trying to customize such approach

for our needs:

• Flexible integration of heterogeneous data schema (one for each Hospital Information System

the guideline manager have to deal with).

• Presence of  different,  even if  in  a  small  (hopefully decreasing)  number,  standard domain

ontologies.

Exploring the different approaches in Distributed Information Systems (section 6.2.2.1) we

have found that a multiple standard approach is the one that better fits the Medical Informatics

reality. Such approach is the one that could provide the right level of flexibility to Guideline

Managers applications. So we have tailored such approach (see fig. 15) in order to be integrated

in  our  clinical  guideline  context.  In  fig.  15 we have  depicted  our  approach  where  different

clinical guidelines (GL in fig.  15) describing medical protocols make use of different standard

ontologies (e.g. UMLS and LOINC like in the figure 15). In the figure the different data sources

(in our context the data sources are the medical records in charge of storing patient data) are

wrapped by local ontologies that are particular for each medical record. 

24 The conceptualization used by users' applications to query data sources must be the one used by the applications
themselves or at least comparable with (translatable to) a target conceptualization (see section 6.2.2.1).
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In this approach the local ontologies describe the underlying data schema in such a way to

minimize the ontological gap (i.e. the concepts described in the local ontology reflect at their best

the entities described in the type system defined by the underlying data schema). In fig.  15 we

can see one data source wrapped by a local ontology and others data sources in light grey, the

intended meaning is that, usually a Guideline Manager is supposed to interface with only one

data  source,  the  one  that  holds  the  patient  records.  Even if  this  approach  could  be  used  to

harmonize  different  medical  records  presents  in  a  single  hospital,  or  to  improve  the  data

interoperability between different  hospitals,  this  is  not  the focus  of  the  thesis.  Our  effort  is

focused on solving the heterogeneity issues introduced in clinical guideline deployment by the

local implementation details of the single HIS.

Local  ontologies  offer  a  better  data  access  since  a  direct  mapping  can  be  easily  defined

allowing us to use a concept-view approach in accessing real database records. Furthermore, such

local ontologies are supposed to be less extensive than a standard ontology that could cover a

whole domain, so they tend to be more easily generable and more manageable.

We  can  assume that  the  mapping  between  different  (large)  standard  ontologies  is  a  very

considerable  effort  so that  single health institutions  or hospitals cannot  take charge of.  Such

mappings can reasonably be considered as a subproduct of the standardization process. In fact,
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when  a  new  standard  terminology for  a  particular  domain  is  proposed,  it  shall  include  the

connections  between  already existent,  or  emerging,  standard  like  in  the  UMLS project  (see

section 4.3.1 and [UMLS]).

Moreover, separating the applicative data representation level from the terminological level

can help to better  address  interoperability issues presents  in these kinds of applications,  and

achieve  a  better  flexibility  adopting  a  (terminological)  service  oriented  architecture.  Such

terminological  service  oriented  architecture  could  be  of  help  in  explicitly  declaring  the

commitment to one standard ontology instead of another. More than that, it could help to manage

the  terminological  heterogeneity  present  in  medical  contexts  nowadays.  Such  kinds  of

architectures could ease the task of migrating from one ontology to another or to integrate newly

created  ontologies,  making  reference  to  the  already  existent  adopted  terminologies  with

mappings.

7.3.2 Local Ontology Automatic Extraction

As we said in section 7.2.2.2, semantic definition of data schema could be a quite difficult

task,  and  multiplying  such  effort  for  every  new  medical  record  schema  could  become  too

expensive.  What  we  need  is  an  automatic  approach to  retrieve,  even  if  limited  in  richness,

ontological information from the legacy data schema of the local medical record. 

A study on the similarities between knowledge representation and database modelling have

been conducted in the early nineties by Borgida (see [Borgida91]). One important similarity is

that both approaches, entity-relationship and knowledge representation, try to capture relevant

knowledge related to a domain, its entities and its behaviour, with  simplified symbolic models.

Based upon this essential similarity, the data schema of data sources has already been used in

other  works  as  a  conceptualization  (even  if  rough  and  incomplete)  of  the  domain  of  the

underlying data source model (see [Pazzaglia98] and [Cui00]). 

We adopted the same approach followed by [Pazzaglia98], [Gray97] and [Cui00]. We decided

that, even if a given semantic definition of the data schema was not provided to the system, some

knowledge about the intended semantic related to the data schema could still be retrieved looking

at the data model of the database and at the particular application domain. Moreover we must

provide a mapping between the domain conceptualization retrieved from the data model and the

underlying data that allow the interoperability between these two levels. 

What  we have used in our approach is an ontological description of the data schema that

provides an easy way to map entities of the relational model to the concepts of an ontology and
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vice versa. In order to do so we have used a database ontology that describes the semantics of the

terms which describe databases, tables, fields and so on, and then we have described the content

of  the  clinical  database  using  the  terms  of  this  upper  database  ontology (addressed  in  the

following also with the name of DB ontology). 

The approach we have used to extract the terminological knowledge from the database reflects

the need to automatize as much as possible such a time consuming procedure and it is described

as the follows. Accessing the data schema description25 we are able to retrieve the information

about the tables present within a database, the structure of each table and the identity of the

internal keys and of the external keys. The local ontology automatic extraction algorithm use this

kind of information in order to create an ontological description of the data schema. For every

table contained in the database a new Table concept is assumed to be created in order to describe

the records stored in such table. For every field of a table a new Field concept is created and

attached (using a slot whose semantics is defined in the database ontology) to the concept that

describes the related table. Finally, for every key and relationship (an external key to a record of

another table) a Key concept26 is created and linked with a slot of the according filler type and

attached  to  the  related  concept.  What  we  obtain  is  a  literal  representation  of  the  entity

relationship schema of the medical record, where the semantic of the provided translation is

explicitly declared in an upper  database ontology. This automatic  process  can be used quite

efficiently to export part of the terminological knowledge used by the medical record.   

Moreover we have foreseen to obtain an ontological description of single records too since

some of the terminological knowledge can be encoded within the database using ad-hoc internal

terms classifications and internal coding systems. This is actually the scenario of the medical

record adopted by the Clinical Informatics Laboratory of the “Az. Ospedaliera S. G. Battista” in

Turin. In this case an internal clinical domain ontology was encoded within the clinical database

and the two data schema27 were so tightly interlaced that the adoption of an external standard

ontology seems to be a hard task to accomplish. Describing the patient record schema and the

amount of data records used to represent the internal domain vocabulary in terms of concepts and

instances  of  a  reference  database  ontology (the  local  ontology)  allows  us  to  treat  them  as

homogeneous entities. In this way we are allowed to address such patient data (and terms used to

describe data), during the process of mapping toward a standard ontology. 

The approach of describing both the schema and the data stored within a database results in a
25 In our implementation we used the capabilities of the JDBC API to describe the metadata of a given data source.
26 A specialization of the Table, Field and Key concept respectively.
27 The data schema describing the patients' data and the data schema used for terms classification and description.
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great level of flexibility in the ontology integration task. Such flexibility is needed in order to

cope with the high level of heterogeneity introduced by different  data schemas and different

domain conceptualization adopted by HIS. Note that such heterogeneity shall conduce developers

to  a  trade  off  (see  section  4.3.2)  that  could  limit  the  future  perspectives  of  adopting  better

established standards.

The ontology used to describe the extracted knowledge, depicted in fig.  16, will include not

only  information  relevant  for  schema  description  (databases,  tables,  fields  and  keys).  Such

ontology will also include information for describing database content (records, grounded fields

and grounded keys) for the reasons we described above.

The concept DBMetadata is the root of our database ontology. The concepts whose refine the

concept DBNamedMetadata (DB, Field, Key and Table) describe the data schema entities of a

database and have an entity_name slot that describe the unique name of such entities within the

database.  The  concepts  which  further  refine  DBGroundedMetadata (GroundedField  and

GroundedKey)  describe  the  data  entities  of  a  database  which  hold  a  value  described  by
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entity_value slot. Finally the Record concept describe the single records stored in a database28.

We decided to describe schema entities as subclasses of DB, Field, Key and Table concepts

and actual data stored within the database as instances of Record concept. This is due to the fact

that we want to preserve the natural dichotomy between metadata that describe data and the data

itself. The same distinction can be observed between the data schema and the actual records in

the database world or between classes and instances29 in object oriented theory. Therefore data

schema entities will be described as subclasses of the above described classes and actual data

records will be instances of such classes. The DB ontology contains only abstract classes and

only extracted  subclasses  will  describe  real  entities  of  the  “world”  of  interest,  the  database

content. The schema and data of interest will be extracted from the database with the following

procedure:

1. For each database of interest30 a subclass of DB class is created. 

2. For each table of interest which belongs to the above database: 

3. a subclass of Table class is created and for each field and key which belongs to the

current described table:

4. a subclass of Field or Key class is created, depending on the nature of the

field;

5. the  filler  of  the  entity_name slot  is  set  to  the  name  of  the  field

(homonyms unique identity is assured by the belonging of the field to

different classes);

6. for each of the newly created classes at step 4 of this procedure (fields

and  keys  subclasses),  a  subclass  is  created  whose  parents  are  the

previously  created  subclass  (step  4  of  this  procedure)  and  the

GroundedField or GroundedKey class, depending on the nature of the

class. 

7. the filler of the entity_name slot is set to the name of the table within the database;

8. the fillers of the  hasField and  hasKey slot are set accordingly including the fields

28 Note that not all the actual data stored in a database need to be described in an ontology, that will turn this approach
in a bottleneck of the system duplicating the data without providing any assurance of consistency, but only such data
used to classify patients records. That is to say the terminological knowledge used in legacy information system.

29 Abox and Tbox are the used terms in description logics for describing the set of expressions that describe ontological
knowledge and the set of expressions that describe the individuals of a world.

30 “Of interest” means that the data source administrator can actually decide to extract only an interesting portion of the
whole set of databases, tables and fields available within the Information System.
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described at step 4;

9. the filler of the hasTable slot in the relative DB subclass is set accordingly including

the described table;

10.another class is created whose parents are: the class just created in step 3 and the

Record class  whose  slots  hasField and  hasKey are  restricted  to  be  filled  by

GroundedField and GroundedKey respectively;

11.the fillers of the slots hasField and hasKey of the class created at the previous step

are further automatically restricted to the relative grounded concepts (subclasses of

GroundedField or GroundedKey) created in step 6;

12.An instance of the class generated at step 10 is created for each data record the user wants to

describe within the ontology. For each field and key of such data record an instance of the

classes generated at step 6 is created. 

This procedure of ontology extraction can be called by the administrator of data sources to all

the  data  schema  entities  and  the  data  records  the  administrator  wants  to  describe  with  an

ontology. The idea is to describe only those entities which describe the patient medical record

and  the  internal  code  systems:  data  schema  and  eventually  the  database  records  used  by

Information Systems to classify patient medical data values. An example of such local ontology

extraction will be described in the following part of this section. The example will  show the

procedure of local ontology extraction with an exemplification of a real medical database used in

an hospital reality31. In our project at the Azienda Ospedaliera S. Giovanni Battista in Turin, a

domain  ontology  was  built  within  the  Hospital  Information  System  in  order  to  provide  a

sophisticated classification of clinical data types. This means that abstract data related to clinical

examination data are represented within the database as records. This scenario represents a proof

of concept of why we need to provide an high level description of data records as well as data

schema entities in real cases.

In the Hospital Information System taken as example, there are clinical examinations relative

to patients whose values are semantically tagged by a clinical attribute. A set of clinical attributes

belongs to a clinical data which provide a rough classification of such attributes (for a view of

the ER diagram see fig. 17). 

Such data model is then implemented as a set of tables, fields and keys, so, within the clinical

31 During the example the database schema entities will be addressed with their respective “quoted” names while
concepts and instances will be addressed using a bold font.
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Information System, patient data values (whose records are stored in the “Examination Data”

table) are classified by an attribute (an external key to the “Attributes” table). Each attribute is

described  in  a  record  of  the  “Attributes”  table  and  each  “Examination  Data”  record  makes

reference to a record of this table. Moreover each attribute belongs to a clinical data or, better,

each clinical data has a set of attributes which express different features of the same clinical data.

Finally each clinical data is described in a record of the “Clinical Data” table and each attribute

record make reference to a record of this table via the external key.  

In the example (see fig.  18),  there is the clinical data “thirst” that has an attribute “rising

factors”,  one  of  the  allowed  values,  “room  temperature”,  is  stored  in  a  record  of  the

“Examination Data” table as a value of an examination over a patient.  

In this case, in order to have a profitable abstraction of the medical record, we must provide

not only the description of the data schema, but also a description of the clinical vocabulary used

within the HIS. This is needed in order to explicitly describe the conceptualization of the domain

used to describe patient data.

Following  the  above  described  procedure  the  DB ontology will  be  extended  in  order  to

describe the entities present in the Hospital Information System. In particular the administrator

can choose the schema and data that is needed to be described within the ontology. That is to say,
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Fig. 18 Medical database schema

Fig. 17 Entity-Relationship diagram of the example of medical record
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for what concerns the data schema we will have to describe: “Clinical Data”, “Attributes” and

“Examination Data” tables. For the database content we will have to describe: “Clinical Data”

and “Attributes” records. Assuming to name the subconcepts of  DBNamedMetadata with the

names  of  the  corresponding  schema  elements32 (tables  names  and  fields)  and  applying  an

underscore character “_” to the subconcepts of  DBGroundedMetadata the resulting ontology

can be depicted with the following figure33:

The  “Clinical  Data”,  “Examination  Data”  and  the  “Attributes”  tables  has  produced  three

children of  Table concept:  ClinicalData,  ExaminationData and the  Attributes concepts; and

three concepts, children of Record concept and of their respective counterparts: _ClinicalData,

_ExaminationData and the _Attributes concepts34.

In depth, the description of a table, for example of the “Attributes” table, will produce the

concepts structure described as follows.

A concept has been created for each field of the “Attributes” table producing three concepts: 

• AttributeName,  child of Field concept.

• ClinicalDataCode and  AttributeCode,  children  of  Key concept  (in  fact  the

ClinicalDataCode is the key of another table). 

The  fillers  of  the  hasKey slot  has  been  set  to  AttributeCode only and the  fillers  of  the

32 This is not a strong assumption since the identity of the original data schema entities is stored within the concepts'
slots.

33 isa arc is the usual taxonomic relationship, io is the relationship “instance of” and slots filler restrictions are depicted
with differently named arcs. 

34 The data records of the example (see fig. 16) has produced two instances: DB_Individual_69 (instance of
_ClinicalData class) for clinical data “thirst” and DB_Individual_37 (instance of _Attributes class) for attribute
“rising factors”.
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Fig. 19 Schema of tables translated into concepts 
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hasField has been set to the other two concepts. Other three concepts have been created from the

above mentioned: 

• _AttributeName, child of  GroundedField

• _ClinicalDataCode and _AttributeCode, children of  GroundedKey

Finally the description of the data records of the attribute “rising factors” has produced the

following set of instances:

We have obtained one instance35 created for the attribute code (AC-9987 in the example), one

instance for the attribute name (rising factors in the example) and one instance chosen between

the ones created for the description of the “Clinical Data” table representation (in the example

CDC-22344, the code for the clinical data “thirst”).

35 Instances are depicted in figure in red colour and are linked to their classes with a red arrow labelled with “io”
(instance of). The name of the instances in the figure reflect the content of the entity_value slot.
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Fig. 20 "Attributes" table extraction

Fig. 21 Instances describing the data records for "rising factors" attribute
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7.3.3 A Framework for Ontology Mapping

Once  the  knowledge  from the  database  (the  local  ontology depicted  in  fig.  15)  has  been

extracted and described with respect to a fixed set of vocabulary terms (the DB ontology), the

system must be provided with a mapping to an external ontology. This mapping is needed for

describing,  and successively querying, the  equivalence  relationships  from the extracted  local

ontology  concepts  and  the  chosen  standard  domain  ontology  (LOINC,  UMLS  or  others)

concepts. This mapping will provide the system with a shared and standard means for describing

clinical data and actions within clinical guidelines.

Such mappings36 are seen, in our approach, as separate and pluggable resources of the system.

The architecture of a Hospital Information System should not be committed to only one standard

ontology since a lot of standard vocabularies are present in the medical scene. The HIS should

take into account the actual presence of a set of standard vocabularies instead of particularizing

the design of its electronic medical record in terms of only one standard. The HIS should be

aware of the contextual ontological commitment used to describe the electronic medical records.

Moreover it should use available mappings to translate patient data requests for the particular

local data schema in a transparent way.

We decided to use not only one standard ontology in order to provide a reference semantics to

our system. We shift the focus of our approach on the use of a reference framework with a

standard set of API, that takes into account the adoption of different standard ontologies in order

to translate the patients' data requests. The HIS shall be aware that such requests are performed

by clinical guideline managers using different vocabularies for clinical terms classification, and it

shall be able to translate them making reference to a local data model (the local ontology).

 In the medical domain, as we already said in section 4.4.2, the need to handle the presence of

different terminologies, and the translation among them, is significantly taken into account. This

requirement  is  heavily reflected from the design of terminological  services API proposed by

standard committees like HL7 and OMG. It must be said that such standards are more oriented to

manage coding systems instead of formal ontologies. The focus of ontologies is more on the

logical  description of  a  set  of  terms  describing a  particular  domain whereas  coding systems

usually provide a simple list of terms, maybe with no structure at all, plus a system of codes. 

In particular, in our project, we have chosen to use a simple concept mapping framework, the

one provided within standards like HL7 or OMG. In this framework, for each concept present in

36 We can provide the underlying data with a mapping toward more than one standard ontology or making profit of
existing mappings of the chosen standard ontology toward other standard ontologies.
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a coding system (we have thought to represent each coding system within a single ontology),

none, one or more translations are provided toward each others' coding systems. In this simple

framework the provided mappings represents only “equivalent” concepts. Even if more complex

translation  techniques  are  on  their  way  to  be  proposed,  based  on  mapping  via  concepts

composition, we do not take them into account here. 

In  our  approach,  in  the  local  ontology,  a  term37 can  be  represented  either  by  a  concept

definition, child of one or more concepts of the DB ontology, or by an instance, child of one

concept of the local ontology so far extracted. This means that for each concept, and for each

instance,  present  in  the local  ontology one concept  shall  be created in  the code system that

describes it in the local vocabulary used within the HIS. The presence of concepts and instances

within a single code system should not confuse the reader. In fact, the local ontology reflects the

design decision taken by software engineers that designed the HIS which coded the terminology

within the database. Presenting terminological knowledge used within the HIS in a homogeneous

way helps  to  overcome  the  heterogeneous  description  of  terminological  knowledge  used  to

classify data within the HIS itself (e.g. with an element of the data schema like a column of a

table  or  with an element  of an internally coded vocabulary like  in  our  case).  In few words,

describing explicitly, with a homogeneous language (e.g. like the HL7, or OMG coding system

structures), the terminological knowledge used in a HIS helps to harmonize different domain

conceptualizations. Moreover, to use an homogeneous language to explicitly define the medical

records' structure helps data source administrators to overcome differences in local trade offs

introduced by the adoption of particular ontologies for describing clinical data.  

The  decision  to  use  code  systems  to  describe  the  terminology used  within  an  electronic

medical record is due to the fact that this is the more used intended meaning of vocabulary within

medical  domain.  This  fact  is  reflected  both  by  the  adoption  of  code  systems  in  medical

terminologies standard definition (see [UMLS] and [LOINC]) and by the definition of standard

API to access such terminologies that are oriented to manage code systems (see [OMG] and

[HL7-IDL]). 

So, concepts and instances of the local ontology are embedded within a newly created code

system, like depicted in fig. 22, and a one-to-one mapping is defined from the local code system38

to one (or more) external code systems39. This means that for each concept, and instance, of the

37 That is to say a term that describe an entity of the medical record or a data present in the database used to classify the
data of the medical record.

38 The one whose describe the local terminology.
39 The ones whose describe standard medical terminologies.
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local ontology a new concept within the code system is created and for each concept of the code

system one and only one concept, or instance, belonging to the local ontology is associated. In

this way we relegate the terminological knowledge in a homogeneous description language (the

data structure provided within the HL7, or OMG, framework) that benefits from a standardized

access  via  a  set  of  API.  Nevertheless  we  are  still  able  to  retrieve  the  link  between  such

terminological  knowledge  and the  data  associated  within  the  database  using  the  ontological

description via the DB ontology commitment.

Another benefit provided by the adoption of a widely adopted standard such as HL7 is that

newly medical code systems (or ontologies) can be plugged into the HIS in a very transparent

way leaving practically unchanged the whole architecture. Moreover the implementation of the

terminological  services  and  the  code  systems  management  can  be  left  to  third  parties.  The

implementation  of terminological  services  can be left  to  technological  providers whereas the

management of standard vocabularies can be left to standardization bodies.

In the above example (see fig. 22) we can see how an attribute used within the HIS can be first

described within an ontology, extending the DB ontology with the approach described in the
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Fig.  22 HL7 compliant code system embedding and mapping
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previous  section,  and  then  embedded in  a  HL7 compliant  code  system.  In fig.  22 only the

instance DB_Individual_37, the one describing the concept “rising factors”, is embedded in the

code system. Not all the instances that describe the data related to such a concept, the lexical

entry related to the concept, the external keys and so on, is described within the code system.

This  is  due to the fact  that  the identity of the concept  is  held,  in  the particular  Information

System, by the record itself. While the set of information linked to the concept could be of no

interest for the sake of the translation itself. That is to say: lexical representation of the concept,

is held in  hasField slot of  AttributeName filler type; attributes belonging to clinical data are

held in hasField slot of ClinicalDataCode filler type. This is because the code system puts the

focus on efficient concept identification and representation despite the formal definition of the

concepts themselves. 

7.3.4 SQL translation procedure

Describing clinical data in computer processable documents, like clinical guidelines, making

reference to one (or more) preferred vocabulary(ies) is only one step toward the desired level of

flexibility in Decision Support Systems. We need to adopt a query paradigm that can address the

possibility to  use  such  different  standard  terminologies  when  defining  patient  data  requests.

Moreover, we need to provide a translation from the adopted paradigm to the query definition

language native to the medical record data sources (SQL, OQL or similar).

For our purposes we actually do not need all the power of description logics when defining a

query over a data source. That is why, for what concerns the data access from the terminological

knowledge base, we rely on a simple view-concept model (see [Pastor92]) that best fits, in our

opinion, the bottom-up nature of the local ontology. In our proposal we decided to adopt an SQL-

like query language augmenting it with some primitives for vocabulary identification, proposing

a  mechanism  to  translate  queries  defined  using  standard  terminologies  into  queries  over  a

concrete data source described in terms of a DB ontology (see section 7.3.2).

A query language similar to SQL that addresses different contexts (not actual terminologies

but external RDF documents that define the semantics of terms used within the query) can be

found in RDQL (see [RDQL, RDQL-HP]). RDQL is a language that allows users to query RDF

(see [RDF]) documents making reference to external RDF documents via namespaces. In RDQL

a query can be roughly expressed by the grammar depicted in the figure below.
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An example of a RDQL query (see fig.  24) is the following request for patient data (in the

query are requested all the values of the exams of type “E_ONT:AT00453” of the patient with

patient unique identifier equal to “PUID-9987”)40. 

An RDF model is a graph, often expressed as a set of triples.  An RDQL query consist of a

graph pattern, expressed as a list of triple patterns.  Each triple pattern is composed by named

variables and RDF values (URIs and literals). It can additionally have a set of constraints on the

values, or types, of those variables, and a list of the variables required in the answer set.

Addressing the properties of a concept, or the field of a data structure, with a triple paradigm is

quite general and does not put strong assumptions on the model used to represent relationships

between entities. Moreover, the possibility to contextualize the source of the terms used within a

query using namespace primitives, like XML does (see [NAMESPACES]), is a tempting feature

that can help us in declaring the external membership of the concepts used in the query. In the

example above, we have used concepts from external ontologies in order to define the terms used

in the query. We addressed the SAGE proposal of Virtual Medical Record (“VMR” namespace,

see  [Johnson01,  SAGE])  in  order  to  define  the  semantics  of  elements  of  a  generic  medical

record. Moreover we addressed an external domain code system (“E_ONT”41 namespace in the

40 The database is the one defined by the entity relationship schema of the previous example (see fig. 17) like the local
ontology extracted in the previous section (section 7.3.2). The mappings from the external defined concepts and the
concepts of the local ontology are provided in the following of this section in table 2.

41 The namespace represent the “External_Code_System_Molinette” code system, a domain ontology extracted from
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SELECT <list of variables>
FROM <list of data sources>
WHERE <list of constraints over the variables>
USING <list of aliases for namespaces of terms and variables used in the

query>
Fig.  23 Example of RDQL grammar

SELECT ?value
FROM <http://molinette.org/EMR>
WHERE (?exam,<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>,

VMR:Observation)
AND (?exam VMR:Subject “PUID-9987”)
AND (?exam VMR:Code    E_ONT:AT00453)
AND (?exam  VMR:Value   ?value)
USING VMR FOR SAGE_VMR
AND E_ONT FOR External_Code_System_Molinette

Fig. 24 Example of RDQL query
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example) in order to provide clear semantics to clinical terms present in the query. Such terms

belong to code systems known by the Decision Support System42 which processes the query.

Such query can be translated in a form understandable by the HIS using terms of the local code

system (the local ontology previously extracted from the HIS database), and it can be finally

executed to the local data source.

A namespace-like primitive  is mandatory in a language that shall  declare data queries that

must  address  different  ontologies  (terminologies,  vocabularies  or  code  systems).  Explicitly

declaring the source of definition of terms can allow us to handle their context of definition and

their context of execution (i.e. the particular context where the terms are used to describe actual

data that must be retrieved from a database).

Now that we have a language that we can use to describe queries about patients' data that take

into account different vocabularies, we need a translation mechanism that we can use in order to

generate  SQL  code  which  can  be  executed  over  the  Hospital  Information  System.  Such

translation mechanisms shall take into account:

• The contextual presence of many source vocabulary but only one target vocabulary

• The field name translation (from the external vocabulary to the internal data vocabulary)

• The identification of terms within the data schema (the translation will take into account the

definition of terms in the data schema, using the ontological knowledge extracted from the

database, in order to correctly generate the SQL code)

If the first two points can be quite easy to understand, the last point may be unclear and will

need  some  further  investigation.  We  will  describe  in  depth  the  last  point  providing  a  SQL

translation of the RDQL query described in fig. 24. Let us start providing the translation of the

terms used in the query from the external ontologies to the terms of the local ontology and their

interpretation in the data schema with respect to the DB ontology conceptualization (see table 2).

the one encoded within the HIS.
42 The Clinical Guidelines Manager whose retrieves the queries from the processed guideline documents.
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VMR/E_ONT Local Ontology Local Data Schema
VMR:Observation Class:

ClinicalExamination
ClinicalExamination table

VMR:Subject Class:

PatientCode

ClinicalExamination.PatientCode field

VMR:Code Class:

DataType
ClinicalExamination.DataType field

VMR:Value Class:

ExaminationDataValue

ClinicalExamination.ExaminationDataValue
field

E_ONT:AT00453 Instance:

DB_Individual_37

SELECT *

FROM Attributes
WHERE  Attributes.AttributeCode =   “AC-
9987”

Table 2 Example of mapping between code systems

Looking at the table above, one obvious thing we can say is that a simple query translation

obtained via field names translation is not possible since there are problems in substituting terms

that are mapped in instances of the local ontology. What we need in order to obtain a correct

query translation is to properly translate the constraint expressed in the query with the record

identified by the  DB_Individual_37 instance. The RDQL query expressed by fig.  24 can be

translated in the SQL query expressed by the figure below.

As we can see in the above SQL translation, the constraint upon the examination type has been

translated as a constraint  upon the attribute identity43.  While the other terms used within the

RDQL  query  have  been  simply  translated  in  the  respective  terms  belonging  to  the  data

vocabulary of the database.

The algorithm that operates the above described translation can be seen in fig. 26 as a java-like

43 The identity of an attribute, since an attribute is represented within the Information System like a record, is held by
the value of its key (AttributeCode).
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SELECT _exam.ExaminationDataValue
FROM ClinicalExamination _exam
WHERE _exam.PatientCode = “PUID-9987”
AND _exam.DataType in 

(SELECT AttributeCode
FROM Attributes
WHERE Attributes.AttributeCode =  “AC-9987”)

Fig. 25 SQL query translation from RDQL
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function. In the function described in such figure can be identified two main support functions:

• local function: it translates the terms used within the query from the external vocabularies to

the local code system which describe database schema and records. This function uses the

Terminological  Services  to  find  a  term  equivalent  to  the  one  described  in  the  query but

defined in the local code system.

• InDB function: it translates the concept defined in the local code system into the name of the

respective database entity (table name, field name or record of a table). In case the concept

describes a record of the database this function returns a set of 'descriptors' of the record itself

(i.e. a set of keys relative to the records described by that concept, this is needed in case the

concept could cover more than one record).

The above described algorithm uses RDQL as a syntax for describing queries about multiple

vocabularies but the semantics related to it is quite different from the real RDQL semantics. First

of all we are not querying RDF documents but relational databases, in second place we are using

namespaces in order to suffice our need to provide some awareness about the source of definition

of terms within a query language. The RDQL USING section provide the needed information to

the HIS in order  to  identify the code systems used in the query. The RDQL FROM section

identifies the data source to query (i.e. the code system used to describe the concepts of the local
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for every (subject, predicate, object) present in RDQL.WHERE {
 if (predicate == "<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>") then {
 types.put(subject, local(object));
 append(SQL.FROM, inDB(local(object)) + subject)
 } else if (object is literal) 
    append(SQL.WHERE, subject + "." + inDB(local(predicate)) +"="+ object);
   else if (object is variable) {
    types.put(object, inDB(local(predicate)))
    related.put(object,subject);
  }else if (local(object) isa DB:Instance) {
     append(SQL.WHERE, subject + "." + inDB(local(predicate)) +" in "+ inDB

(local(object)));
  }
 }
}
for every distinct variable V in RDQL.SELECT
  append(SQL.SELECT, related.get(v) + "." + types.get(V));

Fig.  26 SQL translation algorithm
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ontology44 and the parameters to connect the data source45).

7.4 GLARE Architecture for Flexible Data Access

7.4.1 Needs and Means for Extending GLARE Architecture

Since the existent GLARE's architecture use already encoded local terminologies in order to

describe diseases, drugs and clinical actions46, this turns into a handicap for the adoption of new

standard ontologies to be used in computer interpretable clinical guidelines description. What we

need in order to get full access to a number of different medical ontologies is to adopt a general

framework for ontology authoring that gives a standard API to access such ontologies. It shall

provide:

• A  standardized  access  (via  an  established  set  of  API,  better  if  OKBC47 compliant)  to

ontologies described by different formalisms. This is a really desirable feature since there are

different proposed languages for the encoding of ontologies, vocabularies and terminologies

([DAML+OIL, OWL, XMI, RDF, RDFS]). To bind an implementation of architecture to only

one  of  these  languages  could  negatively impact  the  adoption  of  new standards  from the

system.

• An extendible architecture, in order to implement the new modules and integrate them in the

preexistent  GLARE architecture.  This  will  greatly  help  the  coding  phase  allowing  us  to

provide a modular implementation of our extensions to GLARE’s architecture.

• A reusable set of user interface objects in order to enhance the usability of GLARE tool via

browsing and data entry facilities. This is true in order to better exploit the ontology authoring

capabilities of the chosen framework.

• A robust architecture that supports both a library oriented access and a client server access in

order to free us to migrate toward a terminological server oriented approach in the future. In

order not to be bound by the implementation assumption of one framework in prototyping

phase a high degree of flexibility is needed. However the future evolution of the architecture

from a modular based to a service based solution must be taken into account.

44 The other terms used in the query shall be translated in terms described in this code system.
45 For example the JDBC:ODBC connection string in java.
46 Such ontologies and related medical records have been developed in the Clinical Informatics Laboratory of the “Az.

Ospedaliera S. G. Battista” in Turin.
47 OKBC is a standard for access knowledge bases proposed by Knowledge System Laboratory of Stanford University,

see [OKBC].
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Taking into consideration all these issues we have chosen to use the Protègè framework API

(see  [Musen93,  Protègè]),  a  software  product  developed  by  Stanford  Medical  Informatics

department, an interdisciplinary academic and research group within the Department of Medicine

of Stanford University. 

Protègè is: 

• a tool for authoring ontologies, built in order to manage knowledge basis and ontologies for

helping decision support tools48; 

• an  open  platform  customizable  to  cover  all  the  needs  an  application  that  works  with

ontologies and knowledge bases can have; 

• a set of libraries that allows to access, build, process and visualize ontologies coded in various

formats. 

In the last versions, Protègè, included a knowledge server that allows client applications to use

such API over an internet connection using an OKBC compliant protocol.

In order to use the capabilities of Protègè extendible architecture, we decided to use its API to

implement our approach of flexible access to patient data within the database. In fig. 27 we can

identify: 

• OEM - Ontology Extraction Module API, described in section 7.4.2.

• HL7 TS - HL7 Terminological Services (TS) API, adopted by our modules in order to access

underlying terminologies.

• TSM - Terminological Service Module API, the implementation of a terminological server

compliant to the HL7 TS API, described in section 7.4.3. 

• QCM - Query Compiler Module API, described in section 7.4.4. 

The GLARE tool will then use such API in order to access the underlying data with a different

48 Protègè was born in early nineties as a tool for supporting knowledge management tasks in medical fields decision
support tools.
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paradigm,  more  careful  to  the  terminological  issues  present  in  handling  multiple  standard

documents and more flexible in terms of terminologies available in a particular context.

The API described above (fig. 27) will offer an implementation of our approach to the above

GLARE code and will use the Java standard edition API in order to access files and resources of

the  system and the  Protègè API in  order  to  manage the  needed ontologies.  The set  of  API

provided to GLARE is far much more complex and it will be sketched within the next sections,

explaining  the  implementation  we proposed  to  solve  the  problems  in  enabling  flexible  data

access. 

The extensions implemented within the GLARE architecture are depicted in fig. 28 within the

light grey coloured box. The added modules and the Protègè tool are coloured in a darker grey.

7.4.2 Ontology Extraction Module

The module in charge of extracting the terminological knowledge used within the HIS shall
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access the hospital database data and meta data in order to produce an ontology (set of concepts

and instances) used by other modules as a local ontology. Local ontologies (as we have seen in

section  7.3.2),  provide  the  system with  a  set  of  concepts  (and  instances)  that  describe  the

terminological knowledge used in data schema, and in data records, within the database (the data

used in the Information System to represent a domain vocabulary used to classify patient data).

Since the GLARE tool  is implemented in Java programming language the best  solution to

access data and meta data was to use JDBC API that offers a standard access to different DBMS

from Java applications. 

7.4.3 Terminological Services Module

The module named HL7/OMG compl. (compliant) TS (Terminological Services) Module, in

fig.  28,  is  the implementation of HL7 standard API for terminological  services and provides

access to the mappings between code systems stored within the Hospital Information System.

The API to  be implemented  are  described by IDL files  downloadable  from the  sites  of  the

standard bodies ([HL7-IDL] for the HL7 standard and [OMG-IDL] for the OMG proposal). 

In  our  implementation,  we  have  used  the  HL7 API.  We  have  downloaded the  IDL files,

generated the Java code for the CORBA framework (even if for our purposes we did not use the

CORBA infrastructure) and provided a Terminological Server that GLARE can include as a Java

class. 

In this implementation we used an ontology defining the HL7 code systems data structures

downloaded from the Protègè website (see fig. 29) and used the data widgets provided by the tool

to map the Local Code System (the code system that represents the local ontology) to an external

domain ontology. 

The Code Systems managed by this module are obtained from some domain ontology (for the

first experiments only a OWL version of the Molinette internal ontology has been provided). The

Local Ontology (extracted by the Ontology Extraction module), enriching them in an automated

way with some data needed by HL7 compliant Code Systems (unique internal ids, version id,

associated labels and so on).

This module stores Code Systems as Protègè ontologies described in one of the languages

supported by the tool and uses the Protègè API to implement the services like: concept lookup;

concept translation and so on. Such API provide standard access to such services via a standard

interface  that  can  be  used  as  a  library (like  we did),  a  web service  (like  HL7 specification

document suggests) or even like a CORBA object (like OMG suggests).
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7.4.4 Query Compiler Module

The Query Compiler Module receives queries from the Clinical Guideline Execution Engine

(shortly named “Execution” in fig.  28) and create dynamic SQL queries to be executed by the

jdbc:odbc  drivers  over  the  clinical  database.  The  clinical  guidelines  contain  the  patient  data

needed  by  the  execution  of  the  guideline,  making  reference  to  the  standard  terminologies

managed by the Hospital Information System. 

The partially defined RDQL queries are present in the system, filled with the terms expressed

with external  terminologies present  in  the clinical  guideline document.  These are sent to  the

Query Compiler  Module that  return the processed SQL queries that use terms from the data

vocabulary adopted by the HIS. Such SQL queries can then be executed (using dynamic SQL) by

the Clinical guideline Execution Engine retrieving the requested patient data.

The  decision  to  express  in  the  guideline  document  only  the  clinical  terms  (concept

identification plus a code reference to the Code System where the term is defined) is due to the

fact that we did not want to modify a lot the previous GLARE formalism (instead of only using

an integer to identify the clinical code we can use two identifiers separated by a semicolon “:”,

the first identifier for defining the namespace and the second to identify the concept). Moreover

we did not want to specify more applicative knowledge than necessary in a standard document,

which a Clinical Guideline should be (even a computerized version of it).
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7.4.5 Implementation Status

Within  the  time  frame of  the  thesis  not  every module  has  been  implemented,  tested  and

integrated with the  overall  architecture due  to  time constraints.  A prototype of  the database

ontology has been produced and a prototype of the Ontology Extraction Module has been coded

as  a  Protègè plugin  in  order  to  extract  the  internal  ontology encoded  within  the  Molinette

database.

A first implementation of a HL7 compliant Terminological Server using the Protègè API was

started (but not finished and not integrated to the GLARE architecture).  
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8 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we have shown how the context can affect the adoption of general guideline in

medical field, where the will to propose standard protocols of healthcare must face with non-

standard  contexts  of  execution  of  such  protocols  that  mine  the  validity  of  the  adoption  of

guidelines as a tool for standardization. We have proposed some rationales for providing clinical

guidelines of contextualization procedures, methodologies and flexible architecture for Decision

Support  Systems  focusing  our  attention  to  two  main  source  of  heterogeneity  in  protocol

definition  and  execution:  physical  context  of  execution  (affected  by the  presence  of  needed

appliances, skills and generally physical resources) and software context of execution (affected

by previously adopted terminologies,  design of Information Systems and guideline execution

engine architectures).

We have then proposed a solution to the management of the physical context of execution of

clinical  practice  guidelines  using  the  GLARE's  contextual  knowledge  described  within

guidelines' actions. The proposal described in this document consists in a filtering algorithm that

takes general clinical guideline as input and provide the same guideline with only those care

paths that are executable with the given set of physical resources.     

Then we have proposed an architecture  that  shall  overcame the  terminological  issues  that

Support Decision Systems can have in executing Computer Interpretable Clinical Guidelines in

different  Hospital  Information  Systems.  In our  proposal  we  have  shown good rationales  for

considering utopian the assumption to have only one standard terminology in order to describe

clinical data and clinical actions. We have therefore proposed an approach that shifted the focus

to the flexible integration of new ontologies into already existent Hospital Information Systems

using  the  terminological  knowledge  already  encoded  within  the  database  using  its  data

vocabulary as a starting point toward a chosen standard for domain terminologies.

The  solution  devised  in  the  thesis  follows  an  approach  based  on  Distributed  Information

Systems that overcame the heterogeneity of data structures between different databases in order
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to provide an homogeneous access to  them. From an high-level  point  of view, the approach

followed  is  not  innovative  in  computer  science:  in  fact  a  lot  of  distributed  information

architectures are present in literature. The thesis stress the fact that such approach can be adapted

to be used in medical domain in order to achieve a novel goal: to improve the knowledge sharing

in Medical Informatics field providing a flexible architecture for Computer Interpretable Clinical

Guideline managers (but the proposal is not tailored only to those systems or to this domain). In

fact, even if the kind of approach proposed within the thesis has already been taken into account

earlier, we must say that, differently from other domain of application:

• our goals are slightly different from the ones achieved from already proposed solutions in

literature.

• our domain has particular features (presence of a number of standard, terminological service

oriented architecture instead of merging of heterogeneous data sources ...) that have not been

taken into account before. 

Our proposal is not in conflict with other solutions dealing with contextualization in the field.

The problem of contextualizing a general clinical guideline in a real environment of execution is

well known in Medical Informatics and it is addressed by one of the biggest project devoted to

develop a technology infrastructure that will enable encoding and dissemination of electronic

clinical practice guidelines, the SAGE project (see [SAGE]). 

In SAGE it  is well recognised that it  is needed a grounding step in guideline deployment,

where the general guidelines are connected with the underlying Hospital Information System.

The SAGE approach is to propose a set  of standards, for medical terminologies and medical

record description, that will  be used as a reference in clinical  guideline practice that  will  be

linked to actual medical records used by Information Systems. Our criticism to this approach is

that it underestimates the ontological gap that the adoption of a terminology brings and leave the

effort of providing such a link to the medical record to the administrators of the Information

Systems without providing any guidance, methodology or technology to help in this step. The

architecture proposed in this thesis try to soften the adoption of new standards in the perspective

of a consensus over the standard medical terminology, and medical record structure, in harmony

with other proposals like the SAGE one. 

8.2 Future Perspectives

Right now, we have tested the proposed architecture using an external ontology that tightly
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reflects the one encoded in the  Molinette  Information System. In order to test our proposal we

should decide to integrate at least one well adopted medical terminology in order to see if the

proposed tools can help to cover the ontological gap producing a proof of concept of the good

qualities of our proposal. 

A formalism like GLARE, the one used in the thesis, describe only the paths of clinical actions

needed to follow a standard care flow. Describing guidelines at  a higher level  of abstraction

could help Decision Support tools to replan a clinical guideline facing up particular contexts of

executions where physical resources are missing or distributed over a set of different hospitals. In

the latter case AI techniques from distributed planning area can help to achieve a distributed

vision of clinical guideline that has, nowadays, only a local value as a means for standardization.

Following this direction of research we could define a federated service oriented architecture

of healthcare providers where clinical guidelines can be seen more as a composition of health

related services than a mere standard definition. The context of execution in this service oriented

paradigm healthcare architecture can be seen as prerequisites for the execution of the health

service.
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